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Despite numerous studies, little is known about the influential factors impacting
treponemal disease susceptibility. Yet, forms of treponemal disease, specifically yaws,
are a major source of morbidity in the developing world. Bioarchaeological materials
may assist with deficit by testing full ranges of disease expression. This study explores
the relationship between treponemal disease ecology, specifically yaws, and
susceptibility through six southeastern United States archaeological samples. Results
show early life health experiences have a relationship to later life disease expression.
However, influences of climate may only be seen at a cross-regional level. Finally,
although nutrition, as evidenced by subsistence strategy, may play a role, within this
study, frequencies of treponemal disease are higher in smaller, kinship based groups,
rather than large scale societies due to patterns of disease epidemiology. These results
should assist with the eradication campaign of yaws announced by the World Health
(WHO) organization by 2020.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Since the 1500’s, studies of the four forms of treponemal disease, acquired and
congenital syphilis, yaws, bejel (otherwise known as endemic syphilis) and pinta, have
played an important role in understanding human health. Within anthropology, research
into treponemal diseases has been a driving force into the development of biological
anthropology, paleopathology and even archaeology. Consequently, anthropological
studies of the four forms of treponemal disease are numerous; however, most of these
studies have had three major goals. First, the identification of one or more forms of
treponemal disease within the new world (e.g.Bullen 1972). Second, they contribute to
the debate on the origin and antiquity of the venereal form, syphilis (Baker et al. 1988;
Powell and Cook 2005). Currently the most recent goal is to determine the evolutionary
relationships between the four forms of treponemal disease (Centurion-Lara et al. 2006;
Harper 2008).
Due to these limited goals, little else is known about the manifestations and
variations of the four syndromes. For example, few studies have contextualized the
relationship between the treponemal diseases and their cultural and ecological contexts.
For example, clinical and anecdotal reports (Hill 1953;Lambert 1942; Marples and Bacon
1953) have suggested that environmental differences exist in the distribution of the nonvenereal subspecies. In both historical and modern contexts, yaws is common in hot,
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humid environments such as Africa and Southeast Asia, and endemic syphilis (bejel) is
common in cooler, dry climates, like the Middle East (Rinaldi, 2008). But why this
phenomenon occurs has yet to be scientifically tested.
In addition, factors that influence other aspect of disease ecology such as
individuals’ overall health and adequate nutrition have also remained largely untested for
the treponemal diseases. Anecdotal reports suggest poor overall health has shown to
exacerbate secondary and tertiary stages of syphilis and yaws (Mandel et al. 2005). And
in modern contexts, yaws remains endemic and common in populations with limited
access to health care and poor sanitation in subtropical climates (Asiedu et al. 2008).
However, the direct influences of overall health and nutrition on treponemal disease
susceptibility have remained untested within clinical literature.
Two issues have largely limited studies of treponemal disease ecology. First, an
eradication campaigns by the World Health Organization (WHO) of the 1950’s largely
limited global distributions of yaws, although it remained unsuccessful in completely
eradicating the disease. Second, all forms of treponemal diseases are easily treated with
penicillin or other antibiotics. Consequently, in the modern era, the ease of inexpensive
treatment with penicillin has reduced the number of clinical studies of the disease
expressions within the differing subspecies of treponemal disease (Mitjà et al. 2013;
Rinaldi 2008). These two factors largely limited modern global distribution of the
disease, but it remains endemic still in unknown numbers of cases in many countries. In
the late fall of 2012, the WHO announced a goal of the re-launch of the campaign to
eradicate yaws, after successful attempts to eradicate the disease in India and the
recognition of a single dose of azithromycin can cure the disease. However, the WHO
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cited several challenges to this campaign including, the unknown epidemiological status
of yaws, untrained medical staff in even recognizing the disease and its variations, and
unknown factors influencing the disease morbidity and susceptibility (WHO 2012).
These challenges are common in many neglected tropical diseases, but for
treponemal disease the inability to culture the bacterium, minimal animal models, and the
ethics of human testing (Antal et al. 2002; Mitjà et al. 2011b; Rinaldi 2008) have made
identifying other factors influencing disease ecology and morbidity even more
challenging. However, bioarchaeological materials can help address this challenge by
testing ecological factors on a full range of disease expression, and thereby contribute to
understanding unknown influences on modern disease eradication
Due to the deficits described above, many questions about the causes of the
differing geographic distributions and symptoms of the differing forms of treponemal
disease remain unanswered. The variations in expression and modern day distributions
suggests a relationship may exist between the environment, overall health, and
prevalence of treponemal diseases, specifically in yaws. Phylogenetic modeling of the
evolutionary relationships between the subspecies of treponemal diseases (Harper et al.
2008), the modern distribution of the disease, and limited bioarchaeological evidence for
syphilis (Powell and Cook 2005) suggests yaws is the most likely form of treponemal
disease present within the prehistoric southeastern United States, making it the focus of
this study.
This project seeks to address the potential relationship between ecology and the
morbidity of the non-venereal treponemal disease, yaws though a three stage ecological
model of ultimate to proximate factors influencing disease ecology. Specifically, is there
3

a relationship between climate and frequencies of treponemal disease lesions? Does
subsistence strategy influence the frequencies of the treponemal disease skeletal lesions?
Finally, does negative overall health influence the pathophysiology of yaws? These
questions will be tested within the context of the prehistoric, southeastern United States.
This project pursues this relationship within archaeological contexts by analyzing
pathological lesions in skeletal samples across the southeastern US from both grey and
published literature including the archaeological sites of Moundville, Lake George,
Averbuch, Tchefuncte, and Palmer Mound. In addition, original data will be collected
from the Morton Shell Mound, a commingled, prehistoric skeletal assemblage from the
Gulf Coast of Louisiana. Data collection will focus on the frequency of treponemal
disease within these collections, overall frequencies of oral pathologies as a proxy for
overall health status (DeWitte and Bekvalac 2010), and a general climate reconstruction
using precipitation and temperature data. Only frequency rates of yaws for these
collections can be tested, due to biases in skeletal sampling (Wood et al. 1992), low rates
of skeletal involvement in treponemal disease (Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998)
and the commingled nature of the southeastern skeletal assemblages (e.g.McGimsey
2003; Robbins 1976)
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND

The Treponemal Disease, Yaws
Etiology, transmission and epidemiology
Treponemal disease is a general term to describe infection by one of four specific
diseases, venereal syphilis, endemic syphilis (bejel), pinta, and yaws. All causative agents
belong to the order Spriochaetales, the family Spirochaetaceae, genus Treponema, (Kiple
et al. 1993), with at least four known human pathogenic forms and several nonpathogenic species (Norris et al. 2003). The differing clinical symptoms, yet similar
morphology of the causal organisms led to early debates on the nature of the bacterium,
specifically if the treponemal diseases are the result of one causal bacterial organism
(Cockburn 1961) or multiple related subspecies (Hudson 1963). However, minor genetic
differences and lack of cross-immunity have assisted bacterial research to determine the
four pathogenic treponematoses constitute morphologically similar subspecies: yaws is
caused by Treponema pallidum subs. pertenue, acquired and congenital syphilis by
Treponema pallidum subs. pallidum, pinta is caused by Treponema pallidum
subs.carateum, and endemic syphilis with Treponema pallidum subs. endemicum.
(Centurion-Lara et al. 2006).
Humans are not the only known host species for T. pallidum. For example, several
populations of great ape species within sub-Saharan Africa, including chimpanzees
5

(Felsenfeld and Wolf 2008), gorillas (Levréro et al. 2007; Woodford et al. 2002) and
baboons (Fribourg-Blanc et al. 1963) have been observed with skin lesions similar to
those found in yaws. In addition, blood samples taken from western lowland gorillas in
the Republic of Congo presented positive serology tests for T.p. pertenue (Levréro et al.
2007).
Clinically, the subspecies vary in patterns of transmission and pathogenicity. For
example, syphilis has two primary modes of transmission; first through sexual contact
and second through trans-placental transmission causing congenital syphilis (Stokes et al.
1944). Due to its transmission patterns, syphilis is found in globally, however variations
in frequencies related to sex and ethnicity have been found (Singh and Romanowski
1999). In contrast, children under the age of 15 are the most likely to transmit all the
other treponematoses, including yaws, primarily through direct, skin-to skin or oral
contact. Although other modes of transmission have been suggested for yaws, such as by
vectors like non-biting flies (Hippelates pallipes), these reports remain largely anecdotal
and untested (Antal et al. 2002). Congenital transmission has also been suggested for
yaws, however it remains debated due to lack of evidence (Mitjà et al. 2013) Due to
eradication campaigns in the 1950’s, endemic syphilis and pinta have largely disappeared
(Antal et al., 2002). However, yaws remains in endemic proportions in developing
countries; however, the exact number of cases remains unknown (WHO, 2012).
Pathophysiology of Yaws
As mentioned above, yaws is a non-venereal form of treponematosis primarily
spread through direct, skin-to-skin contact through small breaks in the epithelial surfaces,
such as scratches or bites. Originally, syphilis was the only form of treponematosis
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associated with a congenital variant, yet some evidence suggests in rare cases congenital
transfer of the causal bacterium of yaws does occur (Hoeprich 1988). However,
experiments of placental transmission in yaws using animal models found no evidence of
this phenomenon (Wicher et al. 2000). Like the other forms of treponemal disease, yaws
is a three-stage infection characterized by primary, secondary and tertiary infection, with
multiple periods of latency in between. Within weeks of initial infection (although reports
differ from ~10-90 days) (Mitjà et al. 2013), a small papule lesion, known as the mother
yaw, appears where the bacterium entered the skin. Although this lesion is frequently
painless, it can ulcerate causing a granuloma known as a frambesia. This lesion is
frequently found on the legs and ankles (Hill 1953; Mitjà et al. 2013) but can also be
found on the buttocks, arms, hands and face (Mitjà et al. 2013). This lesion can heal
spontaneously within a few months followed by a period of latency with secondary stage
infection beginning anywhere from two weeks to two years later. Secondary stage can
last for several years and is characterized by diffuse, ulcerative papilloma lesions and
lymphadenopathy. In addition, this stage can cause debilitating hyperkeratotic plaque
lesions which can be secondarily infected on the palms of the hands and feet causing the
gait known as crab yaws (Gip 1989). Elevated condylomatous lesions can occur in moist
areas of the body, as well as limited but systemic, periostitis and osteitis of long bones
that frequently heal, but are non-diagnostic skeletal evidence of treponemal infection
(Mitjà et al. 2011a).
If left untreated, tertiary stage infection can occur following several years of
latent, asymptomatic infection, with only serological evidence of infection remaining
(Mitjà et al. 2013) During tertiary infection individuals have a hyper-immune response
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which initiates skin lesions known as gummas, a type of granuloma lesions with necrotic
tissue. These gummas can sometimes include skeletal involvement (Antal et al. 2002).
Although reports of skeletal involvement in tertiary stage infection of treponemal disease
differ, from 1-5% (Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998; Ortner and Putschar) to 5%15% (Steinbock and Stewart 1976), anecdotal reports suggests overall skeletal
involvement in tertiary yaws may be more common than in syphilis or endemic syphilis
(Ortner 2003). Skeletal involvement is systemic, bilateral and typically predilects the
long bones, especially elements distal to the knees and elbows, such as the tibia
(Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998). This pattern of lesions is hypothesized to
result from the role of the lymphatic system in the immune system during pathogen
clearance (Buckley and Dias 2002). However, dactylitis in hand phalanges, joint
destruction, lesions of the maxilla and hard palate, and cranial lesions such as caries sicca
are also frequent in the tertiary stage (Ortner 2003). In addition, destructive ulceration of
the palate and nasal septum causes a symptom known as gangosa (Antal et al. 2002).
Unlike syphilis, cardiovascular and neurological systems are not involved in yaws;
however, bone and soft tissue involvement can become extremely destructive and impair
overall functionality and mobility (Buckley and Tayles 2003)
Characteristics of diagnostic tertiary skeletal lesions
As discussed above, specific treponemal skeletal lesions are only identifiable
within the tertiary stage of infection; however, skeletal involvement in tertiary stage is
very rare (Ortner 2003). Limitations in bone response can cause lesions with similar
appearances to many other conditions making less severe cases difficult to identify. Like
other infectious disease, overall treponemal lesions appearance varies dependent upon,
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length and stage of infection, individual immune response, and if co-infection with other
conditions occurs (Mays 1998). Although early reports suggested potential differences in
frequency and distribution of lesions can be used to identify specific treponemal diseases,
(Steinbock and Stewart 1976), most researchers argue distributions, frequencies and type
of skeletal lesions of yaws are virtually indistinguishable from those of syphilis (Ortner
2003) (but for an opposing view see (Rothschild and Rothschild 1995). Therefore, this
study will use specific diagnostic criteria for treponemal disease, without attempting to
differentiate between yaws or syphilis, following diagnostic guidelines established by
Hackett (1976). This study is the only known evidence-based analysis in which the
specificity of pathological skeletal lesions to treponemal disease has been tested. Hackett
defines two specific diagnostic markers of treponemal disease; the final three stages of
the caries sicca sequence and osseous expansion of bones with superficial cavitations.
Only in the presence of these specific lesions, should suggestive lesions, including the
first three stages of the carries sicca sequence and rugose node expansions, be
incorporated into overall lesion frequencies. However, in commingled collections, such
as those in the prehistoric southeast, these requirements make definitive diagnosis
extremely difficult when only one element is present (Merbs 1992). Therefore, this
analysis will utilize a population perspective, in which all possible individuals with
pathological treponemal lesions are evaluated against the total number of possible
individuals to create a population level frequency of treponemal disease.
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Climate and Treponemal Disease
Clinical Evidence
The endemic treponematoses not only manifest diverse clinical symptoms, but
also occur in differing geographic areas. This suggests variations may be linked to
climate factors influenced by geography. Yaws, in particular, appears extremely
favorable to hot, humid environmental conditions. Climatological conditions within these
areas often increase skin exposure due to limited clothing (Mitjà et al. 2013). In addition,
anecdotal reports of skin lesions in yaws report higher incidence during the wet season
(Hackett 1949), which promotes growth of pallipomata and serous exudates, thereby
increasing transmission and infectiousness (Mitjà et al. 2013). Before eradication
campaigns by the WHO in the 1950s and 1960s, most cases were distributed across subSaharan Africa, Asia, South America, and Oceania (Rinaldi 2008). Although eradication
campaigns have limited this distribution, cases are still found in these climates,
specifically in Africa (Ghana, Republic of the Congo) and Southeast Asia (Indonesia,
Papa New Guinea) (Asiedu et al. 2008). Despite this evidence, the relationship between
the environment and treponemal disease has remained untested. This deficit is largely due
to the widespread eradication efforts and the ease of providing inexpensive treatment
such as using penicillin and tetracycline (Asiedu et al. 2008; Mitjà et al. 2013). Therefore,
little is known about how or why the climate influences the expression of lesions in yaws
infections. However, analysis of archaeological evidence in disease distributions of yaws
may serve as a model for climatological susceptibility in the past.
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Archaeological evidence of prehistoric Treponemal Disease in the southeastern
United States
Due to the role of the Americas in the debate over the origin and antiquity of
syphilis, the past 150 years of research into treponemal disease within the United States
has focused on the identification and dissemination of one or more of the forms of
treponematoses. Much of this focus has been on the Southeastern United States, where
some of the earliest cases of treponemal infection were discovered (Hrdlička 1909;
Moore 1913) (see Powell et al. 2005 for discussion of these cases). These early cases
were commonly attributed to syphilis to support claims for a new world origin, known as
the Columbian Hypothesis. However, little skeletal evidence specifically identifying
venereal syphilis has been found in comprehensive studies of the disease within the new
world; instead, systematic evaluation of the paleopathological and bioarchaeological
literature on treponemal lesions in the new world, strongly suggests some form of nonvenereal treponematoses was present before Columbus landed in the late 15th century
(Cook and Powell 2005). This assessment included an abundance of reports from within
the Southeast including but not limited to: Alabama (Hutchinson et al. 2004; Powell 1988
1972) Georgia (Powell 1990), Louisiana (Robbins, 1976; Robbins 1978; Lewis, 1994;
Lewis; 1996), Mississippi (Egnatz 1983) North Carolina (Reichs 1989; Hutchinson,
1998), and Tennessee (Eisenberg 1986; Smith 2006; Smith et al. 2011). Within this
region, higher prevalence rates of associated treponemal lesions have been found within
coastal zones in Texas (Wilson, 2000; Wilson, 2005) and Florida (Hutchinson and Norr
2006) than within inland sites (>25km), yet no systematic evaluation of this phenomena
has occurred.
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There could be several explanations for this phenomenon including sampling
biases, research focus, and overall differences in population size in the southeast leading
to increased evidence of the disease. Alternatively, the disproportionate distribution of
archaeological sites towards the southeastern United States, and similar geographic
distribution in the old world (Brothwell 2005), could lend support to clinical hypotheses
regarding an environmental influence on variations of manifestations of treponemal
disease, specifically yaws. Differences in susceptibility and manifestations have been
suggested to possibly result from cultural and ecological factors influencing diet and
behavior in this region (Powell et al. 2005) yet this theory remains untested in the
archaeological record.
Developmental Origins of Health and Disease Hypothesis, nutrition and
immunocompetence
The impact on health of the transition to agriculture
The domestication of plants and animals precipitated one of the most fundamental
transitions in human history. While the exact cause of this shift is still unknown; factors
such as climate shifts, changes in local flora and fauna (Larsen 1995), or the need for a
reliable food source may have all played a role. Regardless of the exact cause, the shift
from foraging hunter-gatherer group to large agricultural communities had many
consequences, which impacted human lifestyles, and adaptations. These changes included
important revolutions to human health, demographics, and culture.
Previous models of prehistoric diet and health suggested the transition to
agriculture was beneficial for improving overall human health. However, beginning in
the 1960s bioarchaeological research, suggested agricultural subsistence instead caused a
12

general decline in human health (Cohen and Armelagos 1984; Larsen 1995). In
particular, elevated levels of oral and skeletal pathologies and increasing evidenced of
growth disruptions occurred after human populations adopted agriculture (Larsen 1995).
Although overall health levels of populations differ dependent on cultural practices and
ecological factors, heavy reliance on only a few or single crop is nutritionally inadequate
(Larsen 1995). For example, maize lacks several amino acids (Young and Pellett 1994)
and prohibits iron absorption from other protein sources (Ashworth et al. 1973).
However, inadequate nutrition is not the only cause of decreasing health as a result of the
transition to agriculture.
In addition to inadequate nutrition, the agricultural transition also coincided with
one of the first expansions of human populations. The demographic change derived from
an overall inverse of fertility and mortality rates. Before the transition, demographic
models suggest hunter-gatherer populations had low fertility and only moderate mortality
rates (Gage and DeWitte 2009). However, post-transitional agricultural populations saw
an increase in both fertility and mortality, with fertility rates exceeding mortality rates at
some point during the transition (Buikstra et al. 1986), yet with an overall decline in
health. The consequences of this change led to large-scale cultural changes in human
lifestyles including increased population density and sedentism due to lack of mobility
needed to maintain agricultural subsistence practices. Within the Southeastern United
States, sedentary practices were first observed in the Woodland period, which evolved to
the large scale complex societies, characteristic of the Mississippian period (Anderson
and Mainfort 2002). The creation of these urban centers, combined with the malnutrition
caused by inadequate subsistence, created an epidemiological transition of human health
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in the new world. Agricultural populations were at particular risk to new diseases due to
increased susceptibility from reduced living conditions, increased exposure to zoonotic
diseases from domestication and infectious crowd diseases such as tuberculosis
(Armelagos et al, 1996). Therefore, it is likely that those populations utilizing agricultural
subsistence strategies are at greater risk from infectious disease, although this theory has
not been tested specifically in context to treponemal disease.
The role of the immune system in Yaws
The human immune system is one of the most complex and important biological
and biochemical processes within the human body. Therefore a complete overview of its’
role is unable to be provided here. However, through a multicomponent, mechanical and
chemical system, the human immune system is able to respond to a variety of potential
insults including trauma, viruses, bacteria, and parasites. The causal bacterium of yaws
takes advantage of a breakdown in the first mechanical defense of an individual’s
immune system, the skin, to enter the body, move through epithelial cells, and attach to
the fibronectin coated surfaces of extra cellular matrix of the host cells (Mitja et al.,
2013). In contrast to venereal syphilis which is found in the dermis and dermal junction
of the skin, the causal organism of yaws remains in the extracellular clusters of the upper
regions of the epidermis (Engelkens et al. 1990), likely contributing to its mode of
transmission. After entering the body, the bacterium them moves to the lymph nodes, one
of the primary tissues for immune responses packed with white blood cells including BCells, T-cells, macrophages and lymphocytes, where it remains causing the nodes to
swell over weeks fill with treponeme bacteria. Within hours of infection, the bacterium is
spread throughout the host’s body. This invasion spurs the development of the body’s
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inflammatory immune response, causing the characteristic skin lesions of primary yaws
infection, which show high levels of neutrophils, an abundant white blood cell (Bishop
and Miller 1976; Mitjà et al. 2013)
The body responds to this invasion with both humoral and cellular-mediated
immune responses; however the exact sub-set of cells responsible for pathogen clearance
of yaws is still unknown (Baker-Zander et al. 1988; Martin et al. 1990). Humoral
immunity is mediated by the bodies’ antibodies, while cell-mediated immunity is an
adaptive immune response which generates antigen-specific T-cells, phagocytes and
cytokines to respond to the invasion (Parham and Janeway 2005). In studies of animal
models, both of these responses have been found in yaws and acquired syphilis (Alder et
al. 1989) With activation of these responses, the body attempts to phagocytize, or break
down the invading organism; this response is increased with opsonisation of immune
serum (Baker-Zander et al. 1988). Animal modeling of immune responses of yaws show,
in adults, the hosts’ humoral responses produces antibodies, including IgM, IgG within a
week of infection with peak levels between 3 and 6 weeks; however in contrast, neonates
antibodies were not produced until 6-9 weeks with much lower levels (Wicher et al.
2000). This provides clinical support for why initial infection of yaws most commonly
occurs in children, in contrast to adult victims.
After initial immune responses have cleared some of the bacterium, T.p.pertenue
utilizes several survival mechanisms to maintain infections within the host body,
including inducing depression of the mitogenic response of lymphoid cells (Chan et al.
1982) or stimulate trafficking of T-cells out of the peripheral blood circulation (Lukehart
et al. 1980). The causal yaws bacterium has an extremely low metabolic rate, meaning it
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can maintain itself in a host’s body with very few viable cells, thereby evading the
individuals’ normal immune response. The evasion and low cell count of the organism is
responsible for the long periods of latency of infection in the host, although the exact
mechanism is still yet unknown. However, the variation in outer-membrane protein
antigenic targets (e.g. TprK) could have a role in this (Giacani et al. 2012)
Activation of both humoral and cell-mediated immune responses to fight an
infectious disease such as yaws, are metabolically costly to the individual (Chandra
1992), in particular the protein synthesis necessary for cytokine production and specific
lymphocyte production. Consequently, this makes cell mediated immunity necessary in
treponeme pathogen clearance particularly impacted by malnutrition (Long and
Nanthakumar 2004), especially in young children.
Nutrition and Immunocompetence
There is an important synergistic relationship between infectious disease and
malnutrition. An adequate diet plays an important role in proper maintenance of many
functions of the human immune system, including T-lymphocyte development and
function (Chandra 1992), protein synthesis for antibody production, release of cytokines
and lymphocyte proliferation (Long and Nanthakumar 2004). These mechanisms are
critical components to mounting an immune response during infection with T. p.pertenue.
More specifically, poor nutrition can impair and affect the immune systems at several life
stages. The impact of early life stressors on adult health outcomes is theorized as the
Developmental Origins of Health and Disease Hypothesis,(DOHaD), or the Barker
hypothesis. Systematic review of clinical research of this theory has also shown maternal
malnutrition plays a vital role in the development of the infant immune responses pre and
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post utero, by reducing immune organ development, specifically thymus size and
function, impairing lymphocyte production, and damaging regulatory mechanisms
(McDade 2003). Many of these changes can last well into adulthood and severely impact
immunocompetence (Palmer 2011). In addition, children can experience reductions in
critical immune development due to malnutrition, even after maternal influences in the
development of the immune system have lapsed. For example, a clinical study of
malnourished children found reduced tonsil growth, lymphopenia and many other
indicators of reduced immunocompetence (Jelliffe and Chandra 1972). Adequate
nutrition is not only vital to immune development; it also plays an important role in the
immune system’s functionality for mounting immune response.
As mentioned above, animal modeling found reduced immune responses in
infants infected with yaws, in comparison to adult subjects. In light of the epidemiology
of yaws, this suggests adults have generated immunity to the disease, i.e. their immune
system is able to effectively clear the pathogens, while children are unable to mount the
necessary immune response (Wicher et al. 2000), especially in times of inadequate
nutrition. Adequate nutrition is not only vital to immune development; it also plays an
important role in the immune system’s functionality for mounting immune response. This
suggests exposure to a yaws infection at a young age can predispose individuals to either
developing the chronic disease later in life or maintaining homeostatis with the infection
due to improper clearance of the pathogen due to allocation of energy resources to
immune function and away from development (McDade 2003; McDade 2012).
Malnutrition does not directly cause infection, but it can exacerbate symptoms
leading to increased mortality, even in individuals without impaired immune functions.
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Activation of the immune system is metabolically expensive, and can require higher than
normal levels of micro-vitamins, such as Zinc (Shankar and Prasad 1998) and Vitamin A
(Cantorna et al. 1995) for the necessary differentiation of lymphocyte cell production.
However, the impact of malnutrition on the immune system is uneven (Parham and
Janeway 2005), for example, unlike humoral mediated immune functions, cell mediated
immune processes are also extremely sensitive to macronutrient deficiencies, such as
those found in Protein Energy Malnutrition (PEM) (Chandra, 1988). If an individual is
malnourished, they may be unable to form the proper cell-mediated immune response
necessary after a primary infection. Synergistically, infectious diseases can cause
symptoms such as diarrhea, impeding the body’s ability to adequately absorb these
nutrients, (Chandra 1992) or fever, which in animal models has shown to dramatically
increase an organisms resting metabolic rate by 10-15%, leading to increased nutrient
needs (Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000). By adversely influencing immune functionality
and absorption of micronutrients, malnutrition impedes the body’s natural clearance
mechanisms and allows pathogens to remain in the body. This can lead to adverse
outcomes dependent on the immunocompetence of the individual and the overall
infection burden including mortality, or alternatively, the development of chronic
conditions (Romanyukha et al. 2006), like treponemal disease. Clinical evidence for
malnutrition’s role in yaws is incomplete, however results from Yale Autopsy Study
(c.1917-1941) of syphilis (Black-Schaffer and Rosahn 1943), suggests in the absence of
co-morbidity, malnutrition may play an important role in reducing longevity.
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Bioarchaeological support for the DOHaD
Clinical testing of the DOHaD has showed the importance of the early childhood
environment in the impact of adult morbidity and mortality, especially for chronic
conditions. However, testing of this hypothesis for infectious diseases within the distant
past remains limited (Armelagos et al. 2009). Skeletal remains are an excellent source of
information for longitudinal studies of the relationship between negative, early life health
burdens and later life health outcomes. In particular, dental defects known as linear
enamel hypoplasias (LEH), which are a non-specific indicator growth disruption, can
indicate stress events in the past. A review and re-analysis of several bioarchaeological
studies of these indicators showed earlier mortality rates and mean age of death in
individuals with these defects (Armelagos et al., 2009). The authors suggest three
possible hypotheses that as of yet may be unable to be differentiated within the skeletal
record. First, a differential pattern of lifelong frailty making them more susceptible to
conditions; second, a differential pattern of social, cultural or behavioral exposure to
stressors, and third, the physiological stress may “damage” the individual and decrease
the ability to respond to future stressor’s (Armelagos et al., 2009:268). In a chronic
condition such as yaws, non-specific developmental stress indicators, such as LEH, and
lesions of yaws in adults can indicate inability to effectively clear the infection burden. In
a population perspective, this phenomenon can highlight cultural and ecological factors
that influence the susceptibility to manifest skeletal lesions of treponemal disease.
Overall Health and the Treponemal Disease, Yaws
Overall health and its relationships to immune function and infectious disease in
multiple life stages has been widely reported in clinical literature, although current
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understanding of the biological pathways of these responses are limited (Dowd et al.
2009). In addition to the role of early life malnutrition, research in early exposures to
infectious disease burdens, including during development (Bengtsson and Lindström
2003; Elo and Preston 1992; Riley 2001) suggests increased risk to chronic diseases later
in life. McDade (2003, 2012) suggests this relationship results from the tradeoffs in the
allocation of valuable resources needed for development to maintaining the immune
response. This is a critical component to life history theory, a comparative evolutionary
framework for reproductive and developmental strategies, (Stearns 1992) which
presumes an “allocation rule” in an organisms resources to its three main functions;
growth, development and reproduction (Hill and Hurtado 1996). As illustrated in context
of malnutrition, activation of the immune system is a costly element of maintenance
functions, and can lead to trade off in growth. Following this framework, if high levels of
childhood growth arrests are negatively correlated with pathological lesions in an adult,
inferences about overall immunocompetence can be made (McDade 2003)
Physiological and social stressors, such as the malnutrition described above, in
adults can also impair the immune response in short term infections by reducing cellular
mediated immunity and sensitizing the inflammatory response. Mathematical modeling
of energy costs in infectious disease burdens suggests chronic conditions are likely to
result when it is more profitable to maintain homeostasis than launch full scale pathogen
clearance, such as in the case of low virulent pathogens or age related decreases in
immune response efficiency (Romanyukha et al. 2006). This research suggests systematic
evaluation of indications of skeletal stressors in both early and later life history can
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indicate early life health burdens, such as infectious disease or malnutrition can
exacerbate the symptoms of later life chronic infections.
Bioarchaeological support
Bioarchaeological and paleopathological research modeling health of past
populations has focused on oral pathologies (including, caries, LEH, and periodontal
disease) as a general proxy for overall health status. For example, elevated mortality rates
were associated were found to be associated with increased prevalence of caries and
periodontal disease in a medieval English cemetery (DeWitte and Bekvalac 2010). In
particular, linear enamel hypoplasias have been found to have a clear link to reduced later
life health outcomes in individuals (Armelagos et al. 2009). In assessing the relationships
between early life health exposures to later life health outcomes, two pathologies are of
particular relevance, linear enamel hypoplasia (LEH) and dental caries due to their
development during differing life stages. LEH are circumferential enamel defects formed
during childhood growth with greatest expression found on the buccal surfaces of the
dentition. Several physiological stressors, such as malnutrition or infectious disease, can
influence the formation of these defects (Hillson 1996). However due to limitations in
ascertaining the exact cause of these defects (Goodman and Rose 1991), they are
considered to be non-specific indicators of physiological stress during development. In
contrast, carious lesions form from demineralization of the hard tissues in a localized
region of the teeth, including the enamel, cementum and dentine, due to long term
presence of oral bacteria on the tooth surface (Hillson 2008; Larsen 1999). Carious
lesions can also form as result of the body’s inability to control the proliferation of the
cariogenic oral bacteria and, therefore, reflects an inadequate immune response (Acs et
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al. 1999). Studies suggest a strong correlation between frequencies of LEH within an
individual and a predisposition to caries, due to weaknesses in enamel caused by the
growth defect (Hillson 2008). Systematic evaluation of the frequencies of LEH and
carious lesions can form a general picture of overall health through a life history
perspective. This is extremely useful for analyzing overall health and general immune
functions in studies of chronic infectious disease acquired as a child, yet manifest well
into adulthood.
Studies exploring the relationship between overall health status and the
pathophysiology of yaws are limited. Findings are largely limited to indirect evidence in
untreated tertiary syphilis. For example, data from the Oslo study (c. 1891-1927)
(Gjestland 1955) and the Tuskegee study (1932-1972) (Olansky et al. 1954; Pesare et al.
1950), suggests infected individuals have increased morbidity and mortality rates which
cannot be directly attributed to the disease. In modern patients afflicted with syphilis and
yaws, Mandell (2005) suggests secondary and tertiary stage symptoms are exacerbated by
poor overall health. Like reviews of historical evidence of syphilis (Arrizabalaga et al.,
1997), modern distributions of yaws cases shows populations living in poor, unsanitary
conditions are most likely to be infected (Rinaldi 2008) suggesting those groups with
inadequate diets, limited access to health care and increased exposure to other infectious
agents are more likely to be infected. In addition, bioarchaeological testing of tertiary
stage syphilis lesions and early life skeletal stress indicators (Zuckerman 2011) suggest
that this relationship may also occur in archaeological samples of non-venereal
treponematoses.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN

As a result of biases within skeletal samples (Wood et al.1992), bioarchaeological
studies commonly employ a population perspective to address human adaption and
cultural change. In addition, within paleopathological research, a population perspective
is key for interpreting the full range of disease processes which can be influenced by
cultural or ecological factors (Armelagos 2003). This level of analysis is especially vital
for research into treponemal disease within the prehistoric southeast due to the
commingled skeletal samples and low overall rates of skeletal involvement of treponemal
disease (Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998). In addition, historical evidence
suggests non-venereal treponemal disease may have been so common within prehistoric
populations, differential susceptibility may be only discernible at a population level
(Lambert 1942; Marples 1950; Marples and Bacon 1953). Therefore, to address
treponemal disease ecology and susceptibility, this project will utilize this population
level perspective to assess any association between morbidity of yaws and any ecological
factors influencing susceptibility to this disease.
This population perspective is also useful in epidemiological analyses to discern
group level patterns associated with disease morbidity (Sattenspiel and Slonim 2012).
One method of discerning this pattern in case controlled studies such as this one is known
as odds ratio, or relative odds. This method is a measure of risk of exposure to certain
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factors that influence disease expression by comparing those who have the disease (cases)
to those who are disease free (controls) (Sattenspiel and Slonim, 2012: 427-429).
Sattenspield and Slomin (2012:429) explain, if exposure to the risk factor increases the
rate of disease the odds ratio, will be >1, alternatively, if exposure to the risk factor
decreases the rate of disease, the odds ratio is <1.
A bioarchaeological model of morbidity to treponemal disease, using the method
described above and other statistical tests, must proceed with two assumptions. First,
although as discussed above, historical evidence suggests treponemal disease may have
been so common every individual in a population was exposed (Lambert 1942); only
those with evidence of suggestive or diagnostic treponemal lesions can be considered a
case of treponemal disease. Second, those individuals without evidence of tertiary stage
treponemal lesions, although they may have been exposed or infected with the disease,
are controls. Therefore, all pathological lesions analyzed within this study, including both
treponemal and oral pathologies, will be calculated into population level frequencies. Due
to skeletal evidence of the disease only occurring in the tertiary stage, calculating overall
frequency of the disease from those individuals with suggestive or diagnostic evidence of
treponemal disease will reflect a much lower frequency than actually present within the
population. However, these rates are necessary in skeletal samples where exposure to
ecological factors influencing susceptibility to a disease, including climate, diet and
overall health, cannot be discerned at an individual level and minimizes risk of false
positive identification of the disease.
These overall population frequencies will then be used to test ultimate to
proximate factors influencing susceptibility to treponemal disease infection, as evidenced
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through the skeletal record, to form a three-stage model of the ecological influences on
yaws pathophysiology.
Materials
For this proposed project, a survey of published and grey literature of
archaeological site reports from the southeastern United States was completed. The
criteria for this survey focused specifically on well-documented, prehistoric
archaeological sites and their associated skeletal assemblages. Any site reports,
publications or theses must have included reported evidence of treponemal infections
within multiple individuals and provided skeletal descriptions and/or photographs. In
addition, at a minimum overall frequency rates of both caries and LEH within the
populations must have been provided. Finally, analysis into the subsistence practices of
the population through analysis of faunal or floral remains, or isotope analyses must have
been completed and available to the author. In addition, the literature survey specifically
focused on selecting archaeological sites from both the central inland and Gulf coast
regions to test for climatic influences, of temperature and/or rainfall, on frequency rates
of infection. Due to this criteria, only five sites were chosen for this project: Palmer
Mound, Averbuch, Moundville, Tchefuncte (16ST1) and Lake George (2IN1). In
addition to the published reports, the author also collected original data from a skeletal
assemblage from the Morton Shell Mound (16IB3) located in southeastern Louisiana.
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Site Descriptions
Averbuch
Averbuch (AV) is a late Mississippian period (AD 1275-1400) village and
cemetery site located in central Tennessee nine km north of Nashville and 4 km north of
the Cumberland River. Culturally, Averbuch is associated with a local variant of
Mississippian culture known as the Middle Cumberland Culture (Ferguson, 1972), known
predominately for its mortuary complexes. Middle Cumberland archaeological sites are
characterized by their stone box grave constructions common to this area, yet little else is
known about the culture’s relationship to other political and social centers during the
Mississippian period. Its location is far from agriculturally productive river plains, which
was originally thought to be characteristic of Mississippian site locations (Peebles and
Kus 1977; Ward 1965) suggested Averbuch was a “marginalized” site (Klippel and Bass,
1984). Yet, further work of other Mississippian locations far from floodplains sited
during this period, challenge this assumption e.g. (Steponaitis 1986) leaving many
questions about the role of Averbuch within the Mississippian political structure.
Averbuch was discovered in 1975, and preliminary excavations began in October
of that year under the Tennessee Division of Archaeology. However, the extent and
importance of the site, which included human skeletal remains, called for continuing
excavation by Drs. W.M. Bass and W.E. Klippel from the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville from 1977-1978. At the close of excavation a total of 645 graves burials were
recovered from three cemeteries, as well as several habitation architectural structures
including two which were burned with ceramics and artifacts located in situ within the
house floors (Klippel 1984). Analysis of the skeletal remains has continued since the
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1980’s to understand the demographics (Berryman 1981), disease and trauma (Eisenberg
1986) and bone biology (Owlsey et al. 1984), among other analyses. Results of
archaeological evidence of diet suggests a maize based subsistence practice (Crites 1984)
supplemented by wide range of faunal remains (Romanoski 1984). However,
paleopathological analyses of the skeletal remains suggest the population suffered from
poor overall health commonly seen in maize-dependent Mississippian societies
(Eisenberg, 1986). The high levels of pathological lesions, including evidence of
treponemal disease and tuberculosis, and the results of demographic analyses observed in
this population suggests Averbuch may have suffered from a catastrophic event
increasing their overall susceptibility to infectious diseases (Buikstra 1992).
Lake George (21N1)
The Lake George (LG) site is located on the western edge of the Yazoo Basin in
Yazoo County, Mississippi. It is on the south side of Lake George, less than half a mile
from where the lake joins the Sunflower river. Archaeological evidence from several
projects indicates the most intense continuous occupation from approximately 500 AD to
1500 AD, however some limited cultural remains were dated to the Poverty Point Culture
(~1500BC-500AD). Early reports of the site documented more than 30 mound structures,
however affects of erosion, land cultivation, and looting have left only 25 mounds in the
modern era (Williams and Brain 1983). Initially excavated by C.B. Moore in 1908, the
site continued to be further exposed to small-scale excavation projects throughout the
first half of the 20th century. These excavations brought to light the site’s long time depth
(occupied ~1500BC-1500 AD), and its’ potential to fill in knowledge gaps concerning
the late Mississippian period. Therefore, in 1958 the Lower Mississippi Survey of the
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Peabody Museum of Harvard University initiated large-scale excavations (Williams and
Brain 1983).
Over the course of excavations, 185 individuals were recovered from Mound C.
Individuals were interred in approximately 77 burials, with the majority of mass burials
consisting of infants (Egnatz 1983). However, grave goods were extremely limited with
only one individual directly associated with cultural materials. In addition to the analysis
of the human skeletal material, faunal remains and flora were assessed for diet suggests a
shift in subsistence strategies from primary hunter/gatherer to agricultural strategies
during the late Coles Creek (Belmont 1983). This hypothesis is supported by the oral
health analysis, which showed high frequencies of caries within the Lake George
population (Listi 2007; Listi 2011).
Moundville
Moundville (MV) is a multicomponent occupation and ceremonial site located on
the Black Warrior River in west central Alabama. Occupied from ~1050 to 1500 AD,
Moundville is the second largest known Mississippian site. Originally a village, the site
grew to its full size sometime during the middle of the 14th century and was composed of
twenty-six mounds of differing sizes enclosed by a palisade. In addition to its’ role as the
largest Mississippian site within the Southeastern US, Moundville is also the most well
documented archaeological site. The first archaeological investigation occurred in 1840,
and the site’s archaeological materials and human remains have been continuously
studied into the 21st century (e.g. Knight Jr and Steponaitis 2007; Knight et al. 2007;
Peebles 1979; Powell 1988; Powell 1992; Powell et al. 1991; Steponaitis 2009; Welch
and Scarry 1995). Archaeological research into this site has divided the occupation period
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into approximately four phases (Moundville I-IV) with increasing population size and
social complexity until its peak in the middle of the 14th century (Powell 1992).
In excavations led by C.B. Moore in 1905 and 1906, over 800 human burials were
recovered. An additional 2,400 burials were recovered in subsequent excavations
between 1929 and 1941 (Peebles 1979). Peebles and Kus (1977) analyzed burial
locations and associated grave goods to show the population was divided into distinct
sociopolitical clusters attributed to ascribed life status. This research and the
archaeological excavations, illustrated Moundville’s unique role in the region as a
powerful political and culture center, with evidence for tribute in the form of food and
goods of non-local origin (Peebles, 1979).
Like other Mississippian communities, Moundville was an agricultural
subsistence community; although some evidence of meat consumption by elites has been
discovered (Jackson and Scott 2003). However, research into status and overall health has
revealed no significant biological benefits associated with status (Powell 1988; Powell
1992). Instead, the entire population suffered from high levels of negative oral health and
growth arrests similar to many other agricultural populations in the prehistoric era
(Powell 1988; Powell 1992).
Morton Shell Mound (16IB3)
The Morton Shell Mound (MSM) (16Ib3) is a multicomponent occupation site
from Week’s Island in Iberia Parish on the Louisiana gulf coast. The site is composed of
three mounds constructed of Rangia shell with an occupation dating from the Tchefuncte
through the Coles Creek Period (McGimsey, 2003). Robert Neuman excavated the site
between 1969 and 1971, with the skeletal remains found there were associated with the
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Coles Creek coastal period. The exact date of the occupation of the cemetery is unknown,
but radiocarbon dating and ceramics typology dates construction of the cemetery
approximately 850-950 AD with use until the end of the occupation in ~1400 ad
(McGimsey, 2003: 43). Although evidence for subsistence strategies are largely indirect,
biomass analysis of the faunal remains suggests a reliance on several faunal species
including deer, gar, muskrat, bowfin and ducks (Futch 1980). In addition, analysis of
caries and other oral pathologies, suggest there occurred no transition to maize based
agriculture during the Coles’ Creek period (Listi 2007; Listi 2011).
The skeletal remains from Morton are extremely commingled and fragmented
(Robbins, 1976). In the field, some individuals were present enough to recognize flexed
and semi-flexed burial positions. However, most of the interments are secondary and
composed of bundle burials with multiple disarticulated elements (McGimsey 2003).
Louise Robbins did a preliminary analysis in 1976, and she identified mortuary practices
associated with de-fleshing, intentional breakage and bone bundle creations (Robbins
1976). These practices led to a highly commingled skeletal assemblage of approximately
25,000 fragments.
As part of her analysis, Robbins identified a minimum number of individuals
(MNI) of 275. Problematically, MNI was established in each catalogue number then
added all catalogue numbers together, potentially inflating the MNI for the total
collection. Robbins (1976) also noted the presence of a disease she identified as the
treponemal disease, yaws, based upon the geographic location of the site, skeletal
distribution and severity of the disease. Robbins created a series of pathological
expression from Stage A (initial endosteal remodeling) to Stage E (caries sicca on the
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cranial vault). She believed these stages were result of an age progressive cases of yaws
affecting the populations (Robbins1976; Robbins 1978). Based upon Robbins’ MNI, the
disease frequency of the site affected 16.7-24.6% of individuals, an extremely high rate
of infection (Robbins 1978). Due to this unusually high rate, it is necessary to re-examine
the presence of the disease within this population.

Figure 3.1

MSM Burial 9D

Palmer Mound
The Palmer Mound (PM) is a multi-component mortuary site located in Saratoga
Country on the Gulf Coast of the Florida peninsula, and is one of the largest mortuary
assemblages in coastal Florida. The largest excavation of the site occurred between
1959-1962, and both relative and absolute dating methods date the site from the Archaic
(~2,622 BC) to the Late Mississippian period (~910 ad) (Bullen 1976); Dates recalibrated
by (Hutchinson et al. 2004). The burial mound at the site, which contained over 400
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individuals (MNI=429) dates to approximately 900 AD, although Hutchinson (2004)
suggests it could date to an early period due to archaeological evidence. The majority of
internments consisted of single individuals in flexed positions, with poor to fragmentary
preservation. Although limited pathological analysis and skeletal inventory was
completed after excavation (Bullen 1972), Hutchinson (2004) re-analyzed the Palmer
skeletal assemblage in 2004.
In addition to analysis of the cultural materials and skeletal remains, smaller scale
excavations in 1991 led to analysis of subsistence practices at Palmer. The results
suggested high use of fish and shellfish with only limited terrestrial remains. Also, flora
analysis revealed little evidence of horticulture practices, although the presence of wild,
terrestrial flora including nuts and fruits from local forests suggests some gathering
occurred. Further analysis from a regional perspective suggests maize dependent
subsistence practices did not arrive until European contact (Hutchinson and Norr 2006).
Paleopathological analysis of the Palmer Mound population oral health supports this
hypothesis, suggesting a subsistence diet focused mainly on maritime resources
(Hutchinson et al. 2004).
Tchefuncte Shell Mound
The Tchefuncte site (TCH) (16ST1) is located in St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana
on the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain on the Gulf Coast. 16ST1 is one of several
Tchefuncte culture sites that occupied Louisiana from 500 BC to 300 AD, and was
followed by the Marksville (200-400 AD), and Troyville Coles Creek (395-1250 AD)
(Byrd 1974; Byrd and Neuman 1978). The Tchefuncte material culture is characterized
by abundant incised and punctated ceramics, tubular pipes of clay, bone fishhooks, conch
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shell containers and small instruments, and chipped stone projectile points (Ford et al.
1945a). The Tchefuncte site was excavated in 1941 under the direction of Edwin Doran.
This excavation recovered 55 human skeletons, as well as several scattered remains,
ceramic, lithic and animal remains. A report on Tchefuncte culture provides one of the
few remaining documents on the early excavation of the site, as no field notes remain
(Lewis 1991). The site is composed of two shell middens, A and B, composed of Rangia
Cuneata clamshells, a brackish water species. Within Midden B, several artifact types
were found including ceramic sherds, animal remains, stone artifacts and scattered
elements from human skeletons. Midden B contained 43 pit burials with scattered
elements throughout the pits. Within the field, 21 flexed burials were discovered, in a
supine or prone position, yet the remaining 22 burial positions could not be identified
(Ford et al.1945a).
Archaeological evidence of subsistence suggests the population was largely
reliant on hunting and gathering as evidenced by a variety of foods sources included
within the archaeological record; however, limited agriculture may have been introduced
during this period (Ford et al. 1945b). Skeletal pathologies associated with low dietary
adequacy are limited within the site (Lewis 1991). In addition, analysis of the frequencies
of oral pathologies suggests a hunting-gathering subsistence practice was employed at
this pre-Coles Creek site with a reliance on wild plant resources (Listi 2007; Listi 2011).
Hypotheses
This proposed project seeks to address the disease ecology of susceptibility to
yaws through three central questions: 1) Is there a relationship between climate and
skeletal frequencies of treponemal disease? 2) Does subsistence strategy influence
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treponemal disease lesion frequencies? 3) Lastly, does negative overall health influence
the pathophysiology of yaws? To answer these questions, this project will test three
hypotheses (H1-3):
Hypothesis One (H1): Climate will covary with frequency of treponemal skeletal
lesions
Clinical and anecdotal evidence suggests climate variations influence the
distribution of non-venereal forms of treponemal disease, specifically in temperature and
precipitation (Asiedu et al. 2008; Hackett 1949; Rinaldi 2008). In addition,
archaeological evidence in the southeast found higher prevalence rates in coastal regions
(Hutchinson et al. 2005; Wilson 2000; Wilson), and overall higher frequencies of cases in
the warmer, humid climates of the southeast (Cook and Powell 2005) than any other
region in the New World. Therefore, populations exposed to warmer climates with
greater average precipitation should exhibit higher frequencies of treponemal skeletal
lesions.
(H1a): Temperature will covary with frequencies of treponemal skeletal lesions
Data in Support: When tested, a statistically significant relationship between
temperature changes and lesion frequency will support this hypothesis.
Data not supported: This hypothesis is not supported if a statistically significant
relationship between temperature changes and treponemal disease frequencies is not
found.
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(H1b): Precipitation will covary with treponemal disease lesions
Data in Support: When tested, a statistically significant relationship between
precipitation and treponemal disease frequencies will support this hypothesis.
Data not supported: This hypothesis is not supported if a statistically significant
relationship between precipitation and treponemal disease frequencies is not found
Hypothesis Two (H2): Nutritional adequacy of the subsistence strategies will covary
with treponemal lesion frequencies
Immunological efficiency, as illustrated above, is highly dependent upon
nutritional adequacy. In particular, the immune system is extremely sensitive to
micronutrient and protein deficiencies necessary for cell-mediated immunity and
inflammatory responses (Chandra 1992; Müller and Krawinkel 2005). Although the exact
mechanisms involved in pathogen clearance for treponemal diseases remains unknown,
experimental research from animal models for both acquired syphilis and yaws suggests
both cell-mediated immunity (Riley et al. 1992 1980) and humoral immunity (Lukehart et
al. 1986; Wicher et al. 2000) are necessary for adequate pathogen clearance. Inadequate
diet, as well as the synergistic relationship between infection and malnutrition, impedes
the body’s natural clearance mechanisms and can lead to improper pathogen clearance,
especially in low virulent pathogens such as T.pallidum pertenue. This impediment
results in the body maintaining homeostasis with the pathogen and the development of
chronic conditions, such as treponemal disease, and increasing the likelihood of
developing tertiary stage skeletal lesions. Bioarchaeological evidence has shown
agricultural subsistence strategies have impacted the overall health status of populations
due to low nutritional adequacy of agricultural subsistence practices and decreased
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overall health due to reduced living conditions associated with increased populations
density and settlement changes (Cohen and Armelagos 1984; Larsen 1995). This would
impact the immune system’s adequacy and lead to decreased pathogen clearance of
T.pallidum pertenue, thereby increasing the likelihood of developing tertiary skeletal
lesions.
(H2a): Agricultural subsistence strategy will covary with treponemal lesions frequencies.
Data in support: When tested, statistically significant relationship between
agricultural subsistence strategies and the frequency of treponemal disease found within
the populations.
Data not in support: This hypothesis is not supported if a significant statistically
relationship is not found between agricultural subsistence strategy and the frequency of
treponemal disease found.
(H2b): Hunter/gatherer subsistence strategies will covary with treponemal disease lesion
frequencies
Data in support: A statistically significant relationship between hunter/gather
subsistence strategies and the frequency of treponemal disease found within the
populations.
Data not in support: This hypothesis is not supported if a significant statistically
relationship is not found between hunter/gatherer subsistence strategy and the frequency
of treponemal disease found.
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Hypothesis Three: Overall health of the population will covary with treponemal
lesion frequencies.
Clinical research suggests adult immunocompetence is severely impeded by early
life health experiences, including exposure to infectious diseases (McDade 2003).
Therefore, skeletal stress indicators formed in early life, specifically LEH, should
correlate within increased frequencies of treponemal disease lesions. After latent
treponemal infection ends host immune surveillance functions fail, leading to increased
inflammation and tissue destruction (Radolf and Lukehart 2006). Adult
immunocompetence can be evidenced by increased caries rates. Therefore, increased
caries should correlate with increased treponemal lesion frequencies.
(H3a): Overall LEH frequencies within a population will covary with treponemal lesion
frequencies.
Data in support: A statistically significant relationship between overall LEH
frequencies within the population and the frequency of treponemal disease found within
the populations.
Data not in support: No statistically significant relationship found between LEH
frequencies within a population and the frequency of treponemal disease found
(H3b): Overall caries frequencies within a population will covary with treponemal lesion
frequencies.
Data in support: A statistically significant relationship between overall caries
frequencies and the frequency of treponemal disease found within the populations.
Data not in support: No significant statistically relationship found between the
overall frequencies of caries within a population and the frequency of treponemal lesions
found
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CHAPTER IV
METHODS

Theoretical Perspective
This project utilized evolutionary, ecological, and biocultural approaches to
analyze variations in disease expression due to environmental, cultural and biological
factors. The biocultural approach has been widely used within medical and biological
anthropology to examine the interactive dynamics of humans and their cultural, social
and physical environments The biocultural approach to bioarchaeological and
paleopathological research embraces this view, and through a population perspective,
recognizes the role of culture in buffering or creating biological outcomes within the
skeletal record, such as evidence of disease processes (Armelagos and Gerven 2003).
Within this analysis, the biocultural approach is used to consider the role of cultural
practices, including subsistence, to the human biological responses. More specifically,
these analyses view subsistence strategies as a complex relationship between biological
and cultural factors that influence human health outcomes.
The evolutionary approach is complementary to the biocultural perspective in
paleopathological research, and, as defined by Zuckerman et al. (2012:34-5), examines,
“evidence of a disease and its expressions, as well as population-level patterns of disease,
trauma, and skeletal evidence of physiological stress, are interpreted in an adaptive
context.” Studies of yaws are particularly well suited to this perspective due to its long,
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evolutionary history with human populations (Harper et al. 2008) This study considered
this evolutionary history through a population perspective as prehistoric human
populations have adapted to its presence
Finally, an ecological framework to paleopathological research can provide vital
contextual evidence of disease etiology, prevalence, and differential exposures to
infectious agents to reconstruct past disease landscapes by examining how organisms
interact with each other (Katzenberg 2011). This research will explore the dynamics
between the causative, bacterial agent of treponemal disease, treponema pallidum, and
humans through dietary analysis. Diet and subsistence practices have received generous
attention using this framework as the link between subsistence strategies and cultural
changes have been shown to impact overall health status of populations in many cultures
throughout the world (Cohen and Armelagos 1984). However, while the relationship
between inadequate nutrition and infectious disease is acknowledged, (Ortner 2003; 114)
few paleopathologists include any discussion of the synergistic relationship between the
activation of the immune system, disease status, and malnutrition. This research utilizes
these perspectives to consider, on a population level, ultimate to proximate causes of
differential treponemal disease manifestations and analyze overall population
susceptibility to the disease.
Data Collection
Skeletal data from published and grey literature
The author reviewed all relevant literature of the skeletal assemblage from each
site, including archaeological reports, theses, appendixes, and photographs, for evidence
of treponemal disease, LEH, and caries. All reported evidence of treponemal disease
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lesions were evaluated by the author, and then documented and scored (1-5) following
Harper et al. (2011) (see Table 4.1). This method employs a differential diagnosis of
lesions consistent with, suggestive of, and specific to treponemal disease following
established criteria derived from Hackett (1976) and supplemented by Ortner (2003) and
Steinbock (1976). The author then recorded location and severity of (i.e. stage of healing,
pathological activity) each lesion following established methods in bioarchaeological
standards for data collection (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994). Only those lesions suggestive
of or diagnostic of treponemal disease (>2) were used to calculate overall treponemal
lesion frequency within each population. Summary data of stress indicators from each
site, specifically LEH and caries, were collected for each site from relevant published
reports by the author. Evidence of both oral and treponemal lesions was aggregated at
each site for determination of population-level frequencies of lesions (i.e. total number of
individuals with lesions/total population or total number of elements with lesions/total
sample of elements). Evaluation of these lesions as frequencies within the population
allows for site-to-site comparisons when sample sizes vary.
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Table 4.1

Scoring Criteria

Score Description
Lesions consistent with a non-treponemal
0
process (e.g. non-infectious etiology,
taphonomic processes)
Lesions consistent with treponemal disease on
1
one or more elements.
Lesions suggestive of treponemal disease on a
2
single element. (Hackett’s (1976) on trial
characteristics)
Lesions suggestive of treponemal disease on
3
multiple elements
Lesions specific to treponemal disease on a
4
single element (Hackett’s (1976) diagnostic
criteria)
Lesions specific to treponemal disease on
5
multiple elements.
*Adapted from Harper et al. (2011)
Morton Shell Mound Skeletal Analysis
Skeletal material from the Morton Shell Mound collection (16IB3) was
inventoried for element type, side, and any potential demographic data, and all available
information entered into the 16IB3_Morton Microsoft 2010 Access database by
anthropology graduate assistants at Mississippi State University, including the author. If
pathology was observed, it was noted, within the database but not recorded according to
standardized methods. Therefore, the author examined all elements with noted
pathological changes in the database and systematically evaluated for evidence of
treponemal disease lesions following the method described above. In addition, location
and pathological activity were recorded into the database following the standardized
methods (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994). Finally, several pathological lesions identified as
treponemal disease by Robbins (1976) were radiographed in the spring of 2012 and will
be used to confirm lesion presence and to exclude possible taphonomic changes or other
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pathological etiologies (Ortner 2003). Due to the commingling of the collection, element
section completeness was recorded to reduce inflated element counts. In addition,
element section completeness were recorded on pathological samples following
bioarchaeological standards (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994) and established a minimum
number of individuals (MNI) with tertiary stage lesions, by recording elements with at
least 50% completion of the distal femur, distal humerus, and tibia, the most commonly
affected elements (Ortner, 2003). The most commonly affected element, the tibia, was
used as the number of cases of treponemal disease within the population. The minimum
number of individuals within the collection was found by evaluating the most commonly
identified landmark on the femur for a total of 99 individuals
Summary data on caries and LEH will be recorded from Listi (2007; 2011). Listi
(2007; 2011) used both an individual count method (number of individuals with a
particular pathology/total number of individuals) and a mean number of pathologies per
specimen (MNPS) (total number of pathological teeth/total number available for
assessment per individual) following standards in oral pathology recording methods
(Lukacs 1989). This summary data were used as a population-level frequency of each
dental lesion in the Morton Shell Mound population for statistical testing
Diet Analysis
Subsistence strategies for each site were extrapolated from the published and grey
literature from each site. This included a review of all available evidence contributing to
the analysis of subsistence at each site including any relevant isotope (Norr 2004;
Schoeninger and Schurr 1998) and/or faunal and floral analysis (Belmont 1983; Bullen
1976; Byrd 1974; Byrd and Neuman 1978; Futch 1980; Jackson and Scott 2003;
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Romanoski 1984). After reviewing all evidence of dietary contributions for each
population, a numeric code will be assigned according to the subsistence strategy found
in each line of evidence (see Table 4.2). These scores from each evaluated reported
evidence from each site will be averaged and a closest value was assigned from the same
data chart. This data will form a population level analysis of overall subsistence
strategies. This level of analysis is useful when individual variations in diet cannot be
discerned due to lack of evidence or overall differences in individual dietary
consumptions due to status. This code can be used to statistically analyze subsistence
strategies to overall treponemal lesion frequencies in each population.
Table 4.2

Subsistence Strategy
Score
1
2
3
4
5

Population Subsistence Practice
Hunter/Gatherer subsistence, with no
evidence of agriculture
Hunter/gatherer subsistence with limited
evidence of agriculture (≤25%)
Equally divided between Hunter/Gatherer
and Agriculture subsistence strategy
Agricultural subsistence with limited
hunter/gatherer (≤25%)
Agricultural subsistence with no evidence of
hunter/gathering.

Climate Data
Due to limitations in data available, multiple lines of evidence were used to create
general temperature and humidity reconstruction for each site. Prehistoric raw
temperature anomalies over the last 2,000 years were recorded from NOAA’s
paleoclimatology climate reconstructions (Christiansen and Charpentier Ljungqvist
2012). Raw data on paleoclimate precipitation data for this region was collected from the
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) open access International
Tree Ring database (NOAA 2013) This database includes prehistoric average annual
rainfall from tree-ring data from bald cypress trees from several states including; Florida,
Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia as early as approximately 650 AD (Stahle and
Cleaveland 1992; Stahle and Cleaveland 1994). This data will be used to calculate the
average rainfall for the chronological period of use for each mortuary site. However, tree
ring data is chronologically limited and cannot accommodate the entirety of all site
chronologies. Therefore, the Southeastern Regional Climate center database and the
National Climatic Data Center (NOAA and Administration 2013) supplemented this data
with historical temperature and rainfall data from each state (The Southeast Regional
Climate Center 2013). This database will be used to find an average approximate yearly
temperature and rainfall data from each site location before 1950.
The prehistoric precipitation and temperature data was filtered using an FIR based
filter to reduce data “noise” and then a 10th order least squares polynomial curve fit was
established (Chapra and Canale 2005) using Matlab version 2012b (MathWorks 2012).
However, global climate reconstruction suggests alternate periods of warming and
cooling (Briffa 2000; Stahle and Cleaveland 1992; Stahle and Cleaveland 1994; Viau et
al. 2006); therefore, historic averages from each geographic location were used as the
mean average for the prehistoric temperature anomalies (Christiansen and Charpentier
Ljungqvist 2012). Therefore, the average historic temperature was added to each
prehistoric temperature anomaly and this temperature was averaged for each location to
run statistical testing. To assess geographic differences in precipitation data a local to
average ratio was multiplied by each year’s reconstruction precipitation level and these
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values were averaged for each period of mortuary occupation for statistical testing. This
method will not be able to measure exact individual exposure to these environmental
factors; for example many of these sites were used as ceremonial burial grounds versus
actual habitation centers (i.e Moundville (Powell 1988). Instead, this data will be used to
approximate population level exposure to prehistoric climatological factors in the
southeast that may have influenced the expression of treponemal lesions.
Statistical Analysis
Frequencies of caries, LEH, and treponemal lesions (both individual and element)
were calculated within Microsoft Office Excel. A series of t-tests were run to test for
significance of the subsistence and overall health hypotheses at p<.05. A series of oddsratio test were used to assess for the role of subsistence in increasing treponemal disease
susceptibility. In addition, a series of one-way ANOVA’s (p<.05) were also be run to test
for statistically significant relationship for treponemal disease and climatic data. These
analyses were performed in SPSS v.21 and R. Odds-Ratios for subsistence and oral
health between and within each population were calculated in Microsoft Excel 2011
following Utts and Heckard (2003).
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS

Treponemal Disease Frequencies
Descriptions of Treponemal Disease in each site
Morton Shell Mound
The Morton Shell mound collection was evaluated following the methods
described by Harper et al. (2005), and 92 total elements were recorded as having
suggestive or diagnostic lesions to treponemal disease. However, only 13 of these
elements were scored as a 4, or diagnostic to treponemal disease. Due to the intense
commingling of the collection, no scores of 5 could be assigned. The most commonly
affected diagnostic (a score of 4) element was the humerus, with three humeri having
nodes with superficial cavitations, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Bone Identification (BID)
1496, shown below, also had evidence of a healed lesion, suggesting a long-term
infection. To establish an MNI with treponemal disease for this collection, the most
commonly affected and most complete element was used, the right tibia, for a total of 8
cases of treponemal disease within the collection. A total MNI for the entire collection
was found using the landmark method for an MNI of 99 individuals.
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Figure 5.1

BID 1496, Score of 4

Published Reports
Tchefuncte
Lewis (Lewis 1994; Lewis 1991) evaluated and re-associated the commingled
Tchefuncte skeletal assemblage. Only one individual (Burial 17328) could be confidently
assessed as a 4. This individual had diagnostic carries sicca lesions on the parietals, with
suggestive node expansions on both the left and right tibia. Seven individuals (3) had
suggestive lesions on several elements, most commonly the tibia, fibula and humerus.
Only one score of 2 was recorded (Burial 14958) a left tibia fragment. The reported
number of individuals in this collection was 58.
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Palmer
As described above, Bullen (1972) first identified treponemal disease in one
individual (352A) (scored as a 5 in this analysis) who showed evidence of several
diagnostic lesions. In addition, this individual also had stellate scars characteristic of
Hackett’s (1976) radial scars. This burial had several other long bones affected, including
the tibia, humerus and fibula, with node expansions with superficial cavitations as
described in Hackett (1976). An additional three burials (215B,C, 218, and 9) had several
elements with suggestive lesions (3). Hutchinson (2004) also noted that several nine
burials also had suggestive lesions for treponemal disease on at least one element. This
gives a total MNI of 13 individuals found with tertiary treponemal disease, out of the 429
individuals found at Palmer Mound.
Lake George
Although photographs and x-rays were limited, Egnatz (1983) provided full
descriptions of any skeleton present within the collection having pathological changes. Of
the 185 burials, only two skeletons (Burials 35 #94 and Burial 76 #178), had any
evidence of treponemal disease. Burial # had suggestive rugose node expansions on both
the left and right tibia and the left tibia with evidence suggesting a possible cloaca on the
right tibia. Burial 178 was characterized by pathological changes on the periosteal surface
of the left femur and right fibula, and expansions and pathological lesions suggestive of
yaws on both the right and left tibia (Egnatz 1983).
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Moundville
Moundville is the most extensively studied collection in this study for treponemal
disease. Originally evaluated by Powell in 1988, a total of 77 burials were recorded as
likely cases of treponemal disease out of approximately 3,100 individuals. Although most
cases are adults, one individual aged approximately 15-19.9 had suggestive lesions
characteristic of treponemal disease. At least 27 crania had the stellate scars characteristic
of the diagnostic caries sicca sequence. Although, most burials had only several
suggestive lesions, at least four skeletons had one or more lesions characteristic of
diagnostic treponemal disease on multiple elements including Burials 120, 996 and 1394.
Averbuch
Eisenberg noted that the Averbuch collection had a high proportion of pathology.
Although one diagnostic case was noted within this collection (Burial 624), Eisenberg did
not note any other individual as a specific case of treponemal disease. However, she did
record high levels of periosteal reactions and osteomyelitis, especially in the tibias. Of the
888 individuals, 222 had active periosteal reactions of the left tibia. Due to the lack of
photographs, x-rays or complete pathological descriptions this number was used as an
MNI for treponemal cases within this collection. This is likely an elevated number of
cases, however due to the presence of the diagnostic case; it is very likely treponemal
disease was present within the Averbuch population.
Treponemal Disease Frequencies
The suggestive and diagnostic cases of treponemal disease were combined at each
site to increase sample sizes. This established a MNI of individuals with treponemal
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disease at each location, and it was this MNI with treponemal disease that was divided by
the total number of individuals known within the collection to generate the frequency of
treponemal disease within each skeletal assemblage. For the Morton Shell Mound, the
landmark method developed by Herrmann et al. (2014) was used to generate the total
minimum number of individuals for the Morton Shell Mound population.
Treponemal disease frequencies for all published sites were calculated based upon
the reported MNI of treponemal disease divided by the known minimum number of
individuals for each population. Table 5.1 summarizes these results. Totalaff represents
the MNI with treponemal disease within each population. In contrast, Totalpop is the total
MNI for each site. As shown here, the highest frequencies of afflicted individuals were
found at Averbuch, Tchefuncte and the Morton Shell Mound (16IB3). The lowest
frequency of treponemal disease was found at Moundville.
Table 5.1

Treponemal Disease Frequencies

Site
Date
Totalaff
Totalpop
Frequency
300-500AD
9
58
.16
Tchefuncte
500-800AD
13
429
.03
Palmer
500-1500AD
2
185
.011
Lake George
800-1200AD
8
99
.081
Morton
1050-1500AD
77
3100
.025
Moundville
1275-1400AD
222*
888
.25
Averbuch
*1 diagnostic case noted, 221 periosteal lesions on tibia recorded. Treponemal disease
presumed.
LEH and Caries Frequencies
LEH Frequencies
Evidence of linear enamel hypoplasia’s (LEH) were recorded from published
reports and dissertations from each site. Both the individual method (LEH_Ind), or total
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number of individuals with LEH/the total number of observable individuals, and the tooth
count method (LEH_TC) (total number of teeth observed/total number of teeth
observable) were both used within this analysis. The tooth count method only utilized the
canines at each site following standards (Lukacs 1989). In both methods the number
observed to establish a frequency of LEH within each collection divided the number of
teeth affected. Table 5.2 summarizes these results. The tooth count method was not
available for all sites, so only Moundville, Lake George, Morton and Tchefuncte used
this method. Of these cases LEH was most common at Moundville with with 53.5%
affected. All sites were used in the LEH_Ind method. The most commonly affected site
was Averbuch at 87.2% of the sample having LEH. The least common was found at Lake
George with only 52% affected.
Table 5.2

LEH Frequencies

Site
TCH
PM

IND
Totalaff
9
72

IND
Totalobs
11
93

IND_Frequency
0.82
0.77

TC
Totalaff
2
NA

TC
Totalobs
5
NA

TC_Frequency
0.4
NA

LG
MSM
MV

13
9
84

25
27
157

0.52
0.33
0.54

4
3
84

61
18
157

0.07
0.16
0.54

AV

265

304

0.87

NA

NA

NA

References
Listi, 2007
Hutchinson,
2004
Listi, 2007
Listi, 2007
Powell,
1988; 1991
Hamilton,
1999

Caries Frequencies
Similar to LEH, caries frequencies were calculated by both the reported individual
(Caries_Ind) and tooth count (Caries_TC) method as described. However, in contrast to
the LEH frequencies, the tooth count method used all available teeth observed/all
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available teeth observable. Table 5.3 summarizes these results. All sites were used except
Averbuch in the Caries_TC method. Moundville had the highest frequencies of
Caries_TC affected at 18.7%, while Palmer had the least frequent rate of caries at only
.2% of the observed dentition. All sites were used in the Caries_Ind method, with
Averbuch having the highest frequency at 77%, while Palmer had the lowest rate at 1.9%.
Table 5.3

Caries Frequencies

Site

IND
Totalaff

IND
Tobs

IND_Frequency

TC
Totalaff

TC
Tobs

TCH

6

30

0.20

10

PM

8

429

0.02

LG

15

25

MSM

17

MV
AV

TC_Frequency

References

0.04

9

240
402
7

0.002

Listi, 2007
Hutchinson,
2004

0.6

4

68

0.06

Listi, 2003

68

0.25

20

0.081

192

355

0.54

630

247
337
5

234

304

0.77

NA

NA

NA

Listi, 2007
Powell,
1998; 1991
Hamilton,
1991

18.6

Results: Hypotheses
Temperature and Rainfall Reconstructions
Figure 5.2 show the results of the polynomial curve fit for temperature anomalies
over the entire two thousand year period for temperature. Table 5.4 shows the average
historic and prehistoric temperature and precipitation for each site. As illustrated by the
polynomial temperature curve at Moundville the longer the site is occupied, the more
likely significant changes in temperature can occur. In addition, Figures 5.3-5.8 illustrates
the changes in temperature over the course of the mortuary occupation at each site.
Figures 5.9-5.12 show the changes in average rainfall over the course of the mortuary
occupation at each site tested. However, only four sites, Moundville, Averbuch, Lake
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George and Morton, were able to be tested for rainfall due to chronological limitations in
the precipitation data set.
Table 5.4

Average Temperature and Precipitation

Site
Tchefuncte
Palmer
Lake George
Morton
Moundville
Averbuch

Figure 5.2

Occupation
500-300AD
500-800AD
500-1500AD
800-1200AD
1050-1500AD
1275-1400AD

Temperature C° Average Precipitation (MM)
20.33
NA
21.77
NA
17.86
296.07
19.81
330.73
17.49
312.39
14.50
286.51

Polynomial Curve Fit of temperature reconstructions
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Figure 5.3

Tchefuncte temperature reconstruction

Figure 5.4

Palmer temperature reconstruction
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Figure 5.5

Lake George temperature reconstruction

Figure 5.6

Morton temperature reconstruction
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Figure 5.7

Moundville temperature reconstruction

Figure 5.8

Averbuch temperature reconstruction
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Figure 5.9

Lake George precipitation reconstruction

Figure 5.10

Moundville precipitation reconstruction
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Figure 5.11

Morton precipitation reconstruction

Figure 5.12

Averbuch precipitation reconstruction
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Climate and treponemal disease
One way ANOVA’s following standards (Utts 2003) in statistical methods were
run to test the mean temperature and precipitation on treponemal disease. When all sites
were analyzed, the average temperature for non-cases of treponemal disease was 17.56°C
and the mean temperature for treponemal cases was 15.79°C, making the mean average
temperature for treponemal cases cooler. However, both treponemal disease and nontreponemal disease cases had the same minimal and max temperature present. The F
value from this one-way ANOVA was 284.031 with a p(<.00) when evaluated at the
p(.05) level. Due to the unusually high number of yaws cases at Averbuch, a second oneway ANOVA without including the Averbuch sample was also completed. This test had
had an average mean temperature for treponemal cases as 18.42°C and an average mean
temperature for non-cases as 18.19°C, again with the same mean and max temperatures
for both treponemal disease cases and non-cases. The F value=5.460 with a p<(.02). The
results from these ANOVA’s can be seen in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5

Results of average temperature ANOVA’s

All Sites ANOVA
Non-treponemal
cases
Treponemal
Cases
Total
Without
Averbuch
Non-treponemal
cases
Treponemal
cases
Total

N of
cases
4441

Mean Temperature
(C)
17.56

331

15.81

4772

17.43

3775

18.1

109

18.42

3884

18.06
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Min/Max
(C)
14.5/21.8

F Value
284.03

Significance
0.00

17.5/21.8

5.46

0.02

In addition to temperature, an ANOVA was run to test the relationship of
precipitation to cases of treponemal disease. As described in the methods, due to
chronological limitations in data the sites of Tchefuncte and Palmer were not used in this
analysis. The average precipitation for non-treponemal cases was 307.71mm and the
average for treponemal cases was 294.17mm. This test had an F value of 460.124 with a
significant p value of .000. This suggests that lower precipitation were more conducive to
treponemal disease. Again, due to the large number of cases at Averbuch, a second
ANOVA was run to exclude this sample. The results of this ANOVA had a mean value
of 311.99mm of precipitation for non-treponemal cases and 313.70mm of precipitation
for treponemal cases. This generated an F value of 10.25 with a significant p value of
.001. The results of these analyses can be seen in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6

Average precipitation (mm) ANOVA results

All Sites
Non-Treponemal Cases
Treponemal Cases
Total
Without Averbuch
Non-Treponemal Cases
Treponemal Cases
Totals

N
3963
309
4272

Mean
307.71
294.17
306.73

Min/Max F Value Significance
287/331 460.124 .000

3297 311.99 296/331
87
313.70
3384 312.03`

10.250

.001

Overall health and treponemal disease
To test the relationship between the overall health status of the population, as
indicated by LEH and Caries, and treponemal disease a series of Chi-square tests were
run to test both the relationship of LEH to treponemal disease and caries to treponemal
disease. Chi-square tests were run both for the role of LEH within sites (Seen in Table
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5.7) and between sites (Table 5.8). Additional, chi-square tests were also run to test both
the role of caries within sites (Table 5.7) and between sites (Table 5.9).
Table 5.7

Within site Chi square results
Tchefuncte

Palmer

Lake George

<.001

<.001

Morton

Moundville

Averbuch

<.001

<.001

<.001

0.1173

0.3715

<.001

0.1471

0.002605

<.001

LEH_IND*Trep
P(<.05)

<.001
LEH_TC*Trep
P(<.05)

0.2066
Caries_IND*Trep
P(<.05)

0.596
Caries_TC*Trep
P(<.05)

Table 5.8

0.3773

0.2066

<.001

0.08702

0.3715

<.001

<.001

LEH between site Chi square results

Treponemal
Lesions*LEH_IND

TCH
PM
LG
MSM
MV
AV

Table 5.9

Treponemal Lesions*LEH_TC
LG
MSM
MV

TCH

PM

NA
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

0.02086
NA
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

0.2176
0.08343
NA
<.001
<.001
<.001

0.1672
0.03944
<.001
NA
<.001
<.001

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
NA
<.001

AV
0.6011
25.86
0.00644
0.779
<.001
NA

Caries between site Chi square results

X2 Treponemal
Lesions*Caries_IND

Tchefuncte
Palmer
Lake George
Morton
Moundville
Averbuch

Treponemal Lesions*Caries_TC
TCH
PM
LG
MSM
NA
<.001
0.9916 0.0505
0.2384
NA
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.02215
NA
0.03044
0.006932
0.4158
<.001
NA
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
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MV
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
NA
<.001

AV
<.001
<.001
0.00664
<.001
<.001
NA

When LEH_Ind and treponemal disease were tested within each site, every
comparison was significant with at the p(.05) level. Between site analysis of this
relationships also showed significance with a p value of <.001. LEH_Tc only resulted in
a significant p value at Moundville. While some results were also significant for the
analysis of LEH_TC and treponemal disease in the between site analysis, notably
anything analyzed with Moundville, this relationship was not seen in all sites.
In contrast, Caries_Ind within sites were only significant for Morton, Moundville
and Averbuch. In the Caries_TC, within site caries were significant at Palmer and
Moundville; thereby no pattern could be established. In addition, no consensus could be
reached in the between site comparison of Caries_Ind. For example, when sites were
compared with Moundville and Averbuch all tests were significant. Only when Morton
was tested with Tchefuncte was a significant result reached. Within site analysis of
Caries_TC showed no significance at three of the sites, except Lake George, Tchefuncte
and Morton. All other sites were significant, however this test was not run on Averbuch
as data was not available.
In addition to the Chi-square tests, an odds ratio test was run to assess the risk of
LEH on treponemal disease susceptibility. The results of this test can be seen in Table 4.
This test can only be run on Moundville due to limitations in associating specific cases of
LEH with cases of treponemal disease at the other locations. The result of the odds ratio
was .73. Only an odds ratio result greater than one would suggests an increased risk
derived from LEH.
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Table 5.10

Moundville odds ratios
Case Control
Exposed (LEH) 7
Not Exposed
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Odds –Ratio

.73

8
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Subsistence and Treponemal Disease
Subsistence strategy for each site was evaluated using published archaeological
reports, bioarchaeological analyses of dental health, isotope analyses and faunal reports
for each site. These reports were used to assign a score as described in the methods. The
results of this evaluation can be seen in Table 5.11
Table 5.11

Subsistence strategy

Site
Tchefuncte
Palmer
Lake George
Morton

Subsistence
1
1
3
3

Moundville

4

Averbuch

4

Refrences
Ford and Quimby 1945;Lewis 1991
Noor 2004; Hutchinson 2004; Bullen 1976
Listi 2007; 2011; Belmont 1983
Futch 1908; Bryd 1974;
Listi 2007, 2011;
Jackson and Scott, 2003;
Schoeninger and Schurr 1998;
Romanowski, 1984

To tests the role of subsistence to treponemal disease susceptibility the odds ratios
test was used. As explained above, this test measures the role of exposure to a risk factor
in disease outcomes. Within this study, the odds ratio tests were run in two ways. First,
populations were grouped in to three categories, Hunter-Gather, Transitional and
Agriculture, and the total samples added together. The result of this grouping can be seen
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in Table 5.12. Then each group was tested for its risk of exposure to treponemal disease
outcomes in comparison to the other subsistence modes. The results of this grouped odds
ratio can be seen in Table 5.13. Positive risk associations between subsistence strategy
and treponemal disease were shown for agricultural subsistence strategies when tested
against hunter-gatherer subsistence strategies (1.71) and for Transitional subsistence
strategies (2.22). Chi square tests were run to test for significant relationships between
these cases, which can also be seen in Table 5.13. Both of the agricultural to huntergatherer and agricultural to transitional populations were significant. These results imply
that exposure to agricultural subsistence strategies is a risk factor for developing
treponemal disease. However, when hunter-gather populations were assessed as a risk
factor against Transitional populations, the hunter-gatherer populations showed a greater
risk (1.30) than the transitional populations, although that chi-square tests found no
significance.
Table 5.12

Subsistence group totals

Hunter/Gatherer
Palmer
Tchefuncte
Total
Transitional
Morton
Lake George
Total
Agriculture
Moundville
Averbuch
Total

Trep

Tot_Pop

Pop_W/o_Trep

Frequency

13
9
22

429
58
487

416
49
465

0.03030
0.1552
0.04517

8
2
10

99
185
284

91
183
274

0.08081
0.01081
0.03521

77
222
299

3,100
888
3,988

3023
666
3689

0.02484
0.25
0.07497
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Table 5.13

Grouped odds-ratios and chi square results
Populations Tested
Ag/Hg
Ag/Trans
Hg/Trans

Odds Ratio
1.713
6.247
1.296

Chi Square (<.05)
.01613
.01244
.5035

In addition to the grouped data, each site was tested against every other site to
assess subsistence strategy. Unlike the grouped data, these tests did not show that
agricultural subsistence strategies were a significant risk factor in developing treponemal
disease. The full results of all these tests can be seen in Table 5.14. For example, when
Tchefuncte was tested against Moundville, the Tchefuncte population had a 7.22 greater
risk of developing treponemal disease than the Moundville populations. These results
suggest that some other factor is contributing to the results seen here than diet alone.
Table 5.14

Odds-ratios results between sites

Exposed
Palmer
Tchefuncte
Morton
Lake
George
Moundville
Averbuch

Palmer
NA
5.878
2.813
0.3497

Tchefuncte
0.1701
NA
0.4786
0.05950

Not Exposed
Morton
0.3555
2.089
NA
0.1243

Lake George
2.859
16.81
8.044
NA

Moundville
1.190
7.211
3.451
0.4291

Averbuch
0.09375
0.5510
0.2637
0.03279

0.8406
10.67

0.1387
1.815

0.2897
3.792

2.3306
30.5

NA
13.09

0.07641
NA
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION

Treponemal Disease Frequencies
Reported literature suggests skeletal involvement in treponemal disease typically
ranges from 2-5%(Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin; Ortner 2003). As reported, three
of the six sites within this study fall within this range. However, both the Morton Shell
Mound and the Tchefuncte mound site have prevalence rates of the disease well above
this range. In addition, it was hypothesized that as a result of the transition to agriculture
increased overall infectious disease rates within post-transitional populations (Cohen and
Armelagos 1984; Larsen 1995). However, this result was not found in this study; instead,
the prevalence of yaws was found in higher rates in the hunter-gatherer and transitional
populations with one exception, the post-transitional agricultural site Averbuch.
Averbuch, due to the high levels of periosteal lesions consistent with treponemal disease,
has a much higher frequency at 25% possibly due to the use of non-specific indicators of
treponemal disease recorded within the study, sample biases due to recording errors, or
the catastrophic event hypothesized to be impacting the Averbuch skeletal sample
(Buikstra 1992). In addition, within this analysis subadults were also included within the
results. It is possible that if these subadults were removed, the overall frequency of the
affected population would have dropped. Therefore, Averbuch was removed for some of
the statistical testing included here.
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With the exception of Averbuch, higher frequencies of disease cases are typically
found within the smaller populated sites. For example, Tchefuncte only has a population
of 58 individuals and Morton has an MNI of 99 individuals. Therefore, these results may
be due to several factors outside this model, including population size, site usage and
biases in skeletal sampling.
As discussed, overall population density within the Southeastern US increased
within post-transitional agricultural societies. However, it is possible a larger total
population can decrease the overall frequency rate due to limitations from transmission
methods of yaws. For example, if a population is smaller, such as those found in
Tchefuncte, those groups can maintain the direct skin to skin contact necessary for
transfer of the disease from one individual to another. As described above, historical
evidence suggests within small populations every individual may have been exposed or
infected with the causal bacterium. In contrast, the low rates of transmission of yaws may
be unsuited to larger populations where long-term, skin-to-skin contact is likely only in
familial groups, dropping the overall prevalence rate in the larger skeletal populations.
In addition to sample size, site usage may play a role in explaining these reported
frequencies. For example, at Moundville several populations may have utilized the
location as a ceremonial burial ground instead of a central habitation center. Therefore,
instead of representing a single population, the skeletal assemblage of Moundville may
represent several populations from around the valley connected by social and cultural
ties. This site usage has several possible implications for the frequencies of treponemal
disease found within the skeletal assemblage at Moundville. First, it is possible that only
one population was infected with the disease; however several separate populations are
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represented by the Moundville skeletal assemblage therefore dropping the overall rate of
treponemal disease within the entirely of the Moundville skeletal assembage. In addition,
social and cultural factors beyond the scope of this study could be influencing the rates
found within this study. As explained above, the Mississippian period was characterized
by complex social stratification creating differential access to resources that could
increase susceptibility to infectious diseases. Initial testing of the populations at
Moundville saw no evidence of pathological loads attributable to social status (Powell
1988; Powell et al. 2005); however, a regional evaluation of treponemal disease showed
significant differences between village and ceremonial mound sites in treponemal disease
frequencies (Smith et al. 2011). Due to Moundville’s role as a ceremonial burial site, it is
possible that only a small percentage of the elite population would suffer from the
disease, thereby influencing the overall frequency seen in the skeletal assemblage at
Moundville.
In addition, biases in skeletal sampling of each location must always be a
consideration within each population. More specifically, in contrast to epidemiological
studies, bioarchaeological populations represent several generations of a population
(Cadien 1974). In long-term occupations such as Lake George or Moundville, it is
possible that only one or two generations were infected with the disease instead of the
infection being maintained the entire period of occupation. Finally, it must be
remembered that these frequencies do not accurately reflect all individuals who were
infected with yaws, instead these values only represent those individuals who lived long
enough to leave evidence of their disease within the archaeological record. It is possible
some individuals were infected but never progressed past primary or secondary infection.
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However, due to limitations in skeletal material these possibilities are indiscernible to the
researcher. These limitations are largely beyond the scope of this study; however, they
are important considerations for applicability of this model to other studies of infectious
disease susceptibility.
Climate and Treponemal Disease
Although testing of this relationship had not occurred until this study, it has been
suggested from anecdotal evidence that warmer, wetter climates are more conducive to
developing yaws lesions. This has been attributed to several factors including potential
ecological and cultural factors such as clothing or humidity. Due to this evidence, this
study tested the hypothesis that evidence of treponemal disease lesions would covary
with mean average temperature within the context of the prehistoric southeastern United
States. However, despite finding a significant p value, when temperature was tested the
means for cases and non-cases of yaws showed very little difference between sites for
either temperature. When the Averbuch sample was included, the results actually
suggested cooler temperatures were more conducive to case frequencies. Excluding
Averbuch altered this relationship, implying that its’ large sample size is influencing the
results seen within the ANOVA results. Therefore, these results do not support the
hypotheses that temperature influence overall susceptibility to treponemal lesions within
these sites.
In addition to testing the role of temperature to treponemal disease susceptibility,
the mean yearly precipitation at each location was also tested for its role in yaws lesion
expressions. Like the results of the temperature ANVOA, both the ANOVA tested with
the Averbuch sample and without Averbuch had significant results. However, despite
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these results the mean average precipitations of the sites with the Averbuch sample
suggested decreased rainfall was more favorable for lesions, contrary to the suggested
evidence. When the Averbuch sample was removed, just like temperature, the opposite
mean value was found. These results suggest that the average precipitation is not
influencing the frequency of lesions found within the sites tested within this study.
Although these results do not support the hypotheses, anecdotal evidence of
treponemal disease in relation to temperature and precipitation suggests yaws is mostly
common in subtropical or tropical climates with heavy rainfall. This suggests two
possible interpretations for this analysis. First, although differences in mean average
temperature are found between each site, with the exception of the tropical climate of
southern Florida, most of the southeastern United States lies in a subtropical climate. It is
possible that the chosen sites within this study are geographically too close together for
this test. This indicates differences in susceptibility of yaws lesions to temperature or
precipitation may only be visible at a cross-regional level. Therefore, any future research
should apply this model on a larger geographic scale. An alternative explanation may be
due to the nature of the data tested. Within this study, the average temperature and
precipitation for the entire mortuary period was analyzed due to limitations in data
available for the prehistoric southeast. Although the use of the curved fit prehistoric
temperature is adjusted using the average historical temperature for each site as a
constant, it may be the averaged reconstruction data is not as precise enough to reach the
expected outcome. In addition, as mentioned above, precipitation is not as stable across
large expansions of geographic time as temperature. When reconstructing predicted
precipitation levels for each site, averages can be skewed due to this instability,
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especially in a region affected by environmental causes of precipitation such as
hurricanes. Therefore, as temperature and precipitation prehistoric reconstructions
improve for the southeastern United States improve, these results could change.
Issues in Interpretation of Climate and Treponemal disease
Due to limitations in the available data sets, there are considerations for these
interpretations that must be addressed. First, temperature reconstructions are often either
created as global or hemispheric reconstructions. Refining temperature reconstructions to
the regional level can be very difficult and introduces some margin of error in any
temperature reconstructions. This is especially true for the Southeastern United States
where temperature and rainfall reconstructions are limited. However, temperature is
relatively stable over a long period at each site. Therefore, by applying the historical
averages for each geographic location as the mean rate at which the prehistoric anomalies
are applied to assists with overcoming these limitations. However, in sites with long-term
mortuary occupations, it is possible that variations over this period could be influencing
these results and would not be visible when the site averages are used in the ANOVA
tests. This can be especially seen in sites such as Moundville or Averbuch where the
curve fit reconstructions for the mortuary data show large deviations in temperature over
time.
In contrast to the temperature data, precipitation data is not stable across large
geographic areas or time and can vary dramatically from season to season or year to year.
This is especially true within the southeastern United States, due to climatic conditions
such as hurricanes, which can increase average precipitation significantly in a short
period of time. In addition, not all sites were available for all precipitation analysis due to
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average rainfall being unavailable for the chronological period of all sites. Finally, like in
the temperature data, Averbuch’s large sample size influenced the average rainfall
necessitating a second test to be run excluding its sample.
Climate and Treponenemal disease conclusion
This analysis suggests differences in temperature and precipitation
do not play a significant role in influencing susceptibility to treponemal disease on a
regional level. It is possible that other factors are contributing to the geographic
distributions seen within the yaws cases tested here. Future research addressing these
cross-regional differences in climate should assist with clarifying this relationship.
Therefore, any future analysis should test the role between temperature and precipitation
with a larger hemispheric or global scale. In addition, as climatic reconstructions for this
region improve the results seen within this study could show differences in susceptibility
due to temperature or precipitation at a regional scale.
Overall health and treponemal disease
As illustrated above, clinical and bioarchaeological research has found a
relationship between non-specific stress indicators, specifically LEH and caries, and the
efficiency of the body’s immune response. When testing this relationship in a long-term
chronic disease such as yaws, LEH and caries can be used as proxies for overall health
status of the populations. Within this study, it was hypothesized that a relationship
existed between these skeletal stress indicators and evidence of treponemal disease
lesions within these prehistoric samples. Therefore, each skeletal stress indicator was
tested against the cases of treponemal disease using chi-square tests.
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LEH and Treponemal Disease
The results of this analysis suggest a significant relationship exists between
treponemal disease and LEH in each population tested. Although the exact etiology of the
growth disruptions that cause LEH cannot be discerned within this study, it can be
inferred that within these populations resources needed to be allocated away from growth
to maintain another bodily function. In relation to yaws, this implies two possible
outcomes. First, due to infections or other stress events as a child, resources are allocated
away from growth to other biological functions. If the stress event as a child was an
infection with the yaws bacterium, resources are allocated away from growth to mounting
a proper immune response against the infection. As explained above, mounting a proper
immune response is extremely costly and as individuals’ resources are utilized for
clearing infection, growth functions are limited and the defects in enamel are caused.
Alternatively, an individual with LEH lived through a period of stress, such as
malnutrition, that compromises the immune system and limits the body’s overall immune
response immune response to infections with yaws causing homeostasis with the bacterial
infection. This homeostasis would be maintained, characterized as the periods of latency
that characterizes infection with treponemal disease, until another stress event caused the
hyper-immune response which influences the development of the characteristic
diagnostic tertiary skeletal lesions found in some individuals within the skeletal
assemblages. It is not possible within this analysis to discern which event is occurring
within these samples due to limitations within the skeletal samples. However, the result
of this analysis does suggest the presence of LEH within the population does increase the
susceptibility of the population to develop the tertiary skeletal lesions of yaws.
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The additional odds-ratio tests were run on the Moundville assemblage to test the
risk of LEH increasing the susceptibility of developing tertiary yaws lesions. Due to the
commingling of the other samples and the limited data sets available, Moundville was the
only location that this particular test could be run. Unlike the chi-square tests run on the
within and between site analyses, this result did not support the hypothesis that LEH
offered any increased risk of treponemal disease. There could be several possible reasons
this relationship was not found in within these tests. First the mortuary sample at
Moundville likely represents several politically interconnected populations all using this
area as a ceremonial burial site instead of one single population occupying this location
and infected with treponemal disease (Powell, 1991). Therefore, treponemal disease may
just be more conducive to smaller populations where long-term skin exposure can be
maintained, a significant factor in the pathogenicity of treponemal disease.
In addition, sample biases characteristic of bioarchaeological skeletal populations
(Wood et al. 1992) may also play a role, especially if differential burial patterns existed
due to status within the Moundville skeletal assemblage. This is especially relevant for
treponemal disease due to the rarity of developing tertiary skeletal lesions. It is likely
many more individuals had the disease, but are not represented within this burial
population as a case. It is also likely many of the treponemal disease cases were not
observed with available dentition due to taphonomic issues in preservation or missing
from the assemblage after curation. For example, Powell (2005) reports at least 25
potential crania with characteristic evidence of treponemal disease were reported in the
initial reports of Moundville, but were missing at the time of her analysis. Although the
example here is only highlighting changes relevant for Moundville, these sampling issues
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are common in many bioarchaeological collections. Alternatively, this test can imply that
LEH’s do not increase susceptibility to yaws. However, the pattern of results from the
chi-square analyses contradicts this alternative and suggests preservation and sampling
biases are influencing the result seen here.
In addition to supporting the role of LEH in influencing susceptibility to yaws, the
results found within this study also lends bioarchaeological support for the developmental
origins of health and disease hypothesis (DOoHaD). These results suggest that an early
life stress experiences within populations, as indicated by the LEH frequencies, can have
a detrimental impact on evidence of yaws morbidity. This study is unable to differentiate
between the suggested possible hypotheses that could impact this relationship
(Armelagos, 2009). However, this result can lend support to the use of bioarchaeological
samples to test role of early life health exposures in other contexts of prehistoric health.
This is especially relevant for understanding why differential variability exists in other
infectious disease, for example tuberculosis, in prehistoric populations. In addition, these
results also highlight a key need of modern eradication campaigns for yaws. Preventative
measures such as adequate nutrition, health care and sanitation as a child are equally as
important to limiting yaws morbidity as late life health treatment.
Caries and Treponemal Disease
Research suggests caries occurs for a variety of biological reasons including
heavily cariogenic diets, inability to control oral bacteria, and previous growth defects
weakening the enamel surface (Hilson 2008). Therefore, it was hypothesized that a
relationship would also exist between the frequency of treponemal disease cases and
carious lesions. When tested individually, only agricultural and transitional populations
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with caries had a significant relationship with treponemal cases. In addition, the between
site analyses showed no clear relationship between yaws lesions and caries, although
several values are significant. This outcome could represent several possible alternatives.
Unlike LEH’s, several known causes can result in the development of carious
lesions, including both the presence of LEH’s and cariogenic diets. It is possible that the
various etiologies result in a lack of specificity that cannot be associated with yaws. The
significant results in the analysis could likely be reflecting the diet of these populations,
and not the presence of yaws altering the immune system. Bioarchaeological research
into diet has shown the reliance on maize based diets causes an increase in overall caries
rates. Even in populations where maize is not the primary source of subsistence, many
locally gathered plant materials are cariogenic causing an increase in overall caries (Listi
2007; 2011). This was reported for the transitional populations of Morton and Lake
George, where cultural patterns and bioarchaeological tested suggested a heavily
cariogenic diet, yet no archaeological evidence of maize has been found (Listi 2007;
2011).
In addition, caries are age progressive defects; therefore, unlike LEH they do not
reflect a single stress event but stress exposure over a long period (Hilson 2008). If
demographics of each site vary significantly, caries may not be accurately represented.
For example, the Lake George skeletal sample had a high number of children recovered.
This results suggests unless these factors are strictly controlled, caries cannot be directly
associated with increasing susceptibility to treponemal disease morbidity. Instead, these
significance values found within this study are likely reflecting other cultural factors
which influence caries prevalence, including dietary contributions.
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Limitations in interpretation of LEH and Caries with relation to Treponemal disease
Like other bioarchaeological interpretations of overall health, this study presents
several limitations. First, this study employed oral health data from several published
reports. This can increase inter-observer errors in recording methods, especially for those
sites published before standards in bioarchaeological recording existed for oral health. In
particular, the recording of linear enamel hypoplasia varies dramatically in recording
methods, especially since no standards exists for recording severity of lesions caused by
width of the growth disruption (Hilson 2008). Although caries also have this same
observer error, identification is less susceptible to inter-observer errors. However,
although these sample errors due exists, three of the sites Morton, Lake George and
Tchefuncte were recorded by the same individual, limiting variability in recording errors
that would influence these results. Finally, the inability to specifically associate oral
pathologies with treponemal cases can limit any interpretation made in this study.
Although data linking oral pathologies to individuals with yaws lesions would have been
beneficial, the results of the larger multi-site study suggests this relationship might still
exist even if specific data linking individuals to treponemal disease was not available.
Conclusion of overall health and Treponemal disease
The results of this analysis suggest early life health exposures influence later life
health outcomes. In particular, the presence of LEH within a population can increase that
populations’ overall susceptibility to yaws. However, this same relationship is not present
with the later life health indicator caries, likely due to the lack of specificity of caries
etiology and heavy cariogenic diets present within most of these populations. These
results suggest future research into infectious disease susceptibility should consider the
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role of early life health exposures. For eradication efforts of yaws by the WHO, these
results mean the prevention of yaws should not just focus on treating already infected
individuals, but also assist with providing adequate nutrition, sanitation and care to
younger members of the population.
Subsistence and Treponemal disease
As discussed, research into the agricultural transition suggests the reliance on
maize based subsistence was detrimental to human health, especially oral health (e.g.
Cohen and Armelagos, 1984), although this phenomenon is not universal (Tayles et al.
2000).Throughout the Southeastern United States, bioarchaeologists have recorded
increased evidence of infectious disease and dental pathologies (Buikstra 1992).
However, until this study the relationship between subsistence and treponemal disease
had only been addressed through anecdotal evidence. When sites are grouped by
subsistence types, the results of the odds ratio conforms to previous research and suggests
agriculture increases overall susceptibility to treponemal disease by approximately 2x.
This finding supports the hypothesis that populations utilizing agricultural subsistence
methods would be more susceptible to treponemal disease. However, the results from the
individual analyses must able be taken into consideration before any conclusion can be
reached.
The results of the odds ratios and chi-square tests of the grouped hunter-gatherer
and transitional populations showed that hunter-gatherer populations had a marginally
greater risk of developing tertiary lesions then populations utilizing mixed subsistence
strategies. This is contradictory to the suggested model, which assumes that utilization of
maize may decrease the nutritional benefits of other resources. Maize can reduce
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necessary iron absorption, even if another source of iron, such as animal meat, are
consumed, and lacks several necessary amino acids (Larsen, 1995). Therefore, any
populations utilizing maize, even as a supplemental source, would be at greater risk of
developing lesions from treponemal disease. In addition, bioarchaeological research of
the transition to agriculture suggests that the during the transition to many populations
were more likely less healthy than either their hunter-gatherer or agricultural counterparts
due to lack of adaptation to this new subsistence method and move away from a multisubsistence diet (Buikstra 1992). Yet this study found within the context of treponemal
disease within the Southeastern United States, the opposite result was found. This
suggests dietary strategy may not be the only influence seen when these subsistence
strategies are tested as a general proxy for diet.
Research has shown that in addition to subsistence practices, the agricultural
transition also led to changes in cultural practices and demographics ( Gage and DeWitte
2009; Cohen 2009). During this period, human populations evolved from small,
predominately kins based mobile groups into larger, organized sedentary villages, like
those seen at Lake George. For example, the traditional model of hunter-gatherer
societies before the transitions, suggested low fertility rates and only moderate mortality
and morbidity. However, with a reliable food source and the permanent settlements
necessary for agriculture, human populations moved to high fertility, morbidity and
mortality (Gage and Dewitte 2009). This change in demographics leads to an increased
rate of infectious crowd diseases, such as tuberculosis, causing a dramatic change in the
pattern of human health known as the first epidemiological transition (Armelagos et al.
1991)
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However, unlike the infectious diseases seen during this period, the evolutionary
history of yaws suggests it has been maintained within human populations as an
“heirloom” disease for thousands of years before the adoption of agriculture where only
small isolated human groups existed (Harper 2008; Harper et al. 2008). Therefore, it is
likely that the result seen here is not in fact representing specific dietary changes, but the
demographic and cultural changes that impacted human health and overall susceptibility
to yaws. Transmission of yaws can only occur through direct contact, over a long period
of exposure, due to its low rate of virulence, making it ideal for smaller, kinship groups.
In larger populations, such as those seen at Moundville, yaws may remain present within
the population however long-term, direct exposure to all members of the community is no
longer viable. Therefore, in larger populations overall frequency of the disease would
fall. The overall treponemal disease frequencies found within this study sample and the
evolutionary history of T.pallidum pertenue suggests transmission within the prehistoric
southeast likely occurred through this direct, non-venereal contact. These results further
support the phylogenetic modeling that it was only after contact with European
colonization and expansion did a venereal form evolve (Harper, 2008; Harper et al.,
2008). However, much of this is beyond the scope of this research and necessitates
further research.
Limitations in interpretation of the relationship of treponemal disease and subsistence
There are several limitations to interpretation within this study. First, like many
other bioarchaeological studies, sample sizes of the treponemal cases are small and total
populations sizes are highly variable. When simple statistical tests such as odds-ratios
and chi-square tests are run, they can be highly sensitive to the variations in samples and
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skew results. However, by testing this hypothesis for both grouped and individual sites,
these limits are largely removed. Second, although almost all sites were able to provide
strict diagnostic evidence for treponemal disease, Averbuch remained a problem due to
lack of specificity to treponemal disease and increased sample size and could therefore be
skewing the grouped results seen. For example, if just Tchefuncte and Moundville were
tested, agricultural subsistence did not produce increased risk of disease.
Conclusion of subsistence strategy and treponemal disease
The results of this study suggest that hunter-gatherer populations were much more
susceptible to treponemal disease than those populations utilizing agricultural or
transitional populations. Although the grouped odds-ratios suggested agricultural
strategies actually increased the risk of developing treponemal disease, this was likely a
result of the increased sample size of Averbuch as illustrated by the between site
analyses. Due to the overwhelming evidence which suggests hunter-gather populations
are healthier than agricultural populations, it is likely that these results reflect the
unsuitability of the demographic and cultural changes characteristic of the agricultural
revolution to treponemal disease. Instead it is likely that overall frequencies will be
higher in smaller groups were direct skin-to-skin contact over a prolonged period of time
is more viable. Future research should focus on determining if this result would also be
present in a larger study of this reaction.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION

As illustrated above, before this study little was known about the relationship
between the environment, overall disease ecology, and susceptibility to yaws. However,
prehistoric skeletal assemblages, including the Morton Shell Mound, allows for study of
these conditions in a long term, multiple life stage analysis. With the six sites used within
this study, it was determined that while temperature and rainfall may not play a
significant role in influencing manifestation of yaws lesions, early life health experiences
within populations do have an impact on later life health outcomes. In addition, this study
shows that cultural changes associated with evolving subsistence strategies in the
prehistoric era did not have impact on susceptibility to yaws. Instead, the smaller huntergatherer populations, rather than large scale societies, were likely more susceptible to
developing yaws. This is most likely due to the small populations with these groups and
the need for direct skin-to skin contact to transmit the disease.
In addition, this research should add support to archaeological research of the
developmental origins of human health and disease hypothesis (DOHaD), and as well as
create an applicable three-stage model for susceptibility to a chronic infectious disease,
which is still a major source of morbidity within the developing world due to several
decades of failed eradication efforts of yaws (Asiedu et al. 2008; Walker et al. 2000).
This model should assist with the recognition and treatment of those populations at most
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risk, by emphasizing the synergistic relationship between the environment, malnutrition,
and overall health to the deleterious manifestations of chronic, infectious diseases. This
identification is especially relevant, as the recent commitment to the revival of the WHO
eradication campaigns for yaws by 2020 (WHO 2012), emphasized several challenges to
eradication efforts including; lack of effective case detections, limited community
awareness of the disease, and unknown status of disease burdens in several endemic
countries (Rinaldi 2008)
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